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Dr. Ba·rnes steps down .
as physical ed. cha. irm~n
By Millard Arnold
Ad mist

speculation

and

rumors, Vicent E. Browne, Dean
of the College of Liberal Arts,
·· announced that !Jr. Samuel
Barnes has served notice that
he is stepping down as chairman
'
of the Department
of Physical
Education.
Ru~ors

early last week that Bal'l1es \Vas
resigning, but no official word
was made until Wednesday n1orning.
.
In a move that was designed
to alleviate tensions aris ing fro m
that . department, Dr. Barnes had
been appointed act ing chairman.

"
•

had began circulating

•

Barnes, who has been a mem -

ber of the Physical Education
Department for over 20 years,
stated that he "felt that the service that he had rendered had not
been appreciated in light of recent developments. ''

'

Jolu1ny Fairfax ~ats down
, ~ pass intended for St. Paul 's Larry Cook in Biso ns' frrst home win since 1966!
See story, page 10.
·
J
·
Nesnick Phot~
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BY! Bobby Isaac

the Liberal Arts Executive Com-

''propose

of

changed tc:i> an optional, one-term,

comlttee and the Liberal Arts
Student Council on the question
of I student . partlclpatlotP in
policymaking.
I
The question of the extent to
which students would be al!lowed
to participate 1n the area of dee!-

Trustees that any existing llmltations be removed to allow students to vote at faculty meetings
If the respective faculties express a disposition to a(cord
students voting privileges.'•
According to . re Ports the

three
credit
hour review
course.''
.
Change~ in introductory soclology course have resUlted in a
one-seme~ter instead , of a two
semester icours!!. Reportedly the
course Is to be a "problem-

President responded favor:il±ily to

focused', J courses attention fo-

the .suggestion and initiated action
to draft the proposal. When it is
to be presented to the Board of
T.r ustees is not known.
In response to student demands
the sociology department is in the
process of modifying its course
offering and structure.

cused on 1 the professional activitles of sociologists and anthropologlsts with relevance to
contmnporary life.
.
New qourses added to the
d!!partment are "Collective Pro
test : For\ris and Functions,'' "N;
Introduct<;>ry to Community Theo-;

ston makiI).~ within the Depart- '...

m~ntal decision-making in whiclt

kctergraduate and .graduate students will participate. and the
proportion of voting power which
•
the several
parties will exercise
in each area. · As of early September, 'the Liberal Arts Student
Council
and the Executive
Com .
.

:i~t1~:~t hadpr~ep~~:l~is~~~~~~=t~!

du1ing the summer.''
.<\ccording to J, ASC ·President,
· James Christian, the Executive
Col"mittee and L1\SC have yet to
. meet to discuss the issue.
Uast spring before the student
protest escalated into disruption,
soc[i.ology students and faculty
me!"bers met to discuss student
representation. At that meeting
the I students pu~hed for 50-50.
student-faculty representation on
policymaking committees , The
sociology department balked. Its
contention was that not even all
faculty inembers participated in
policymaking. During the meeting
the ·department ey entually ind!cated that it would endorse a 20 to
' 33 per cent r epresentation by
students in sci1ne areas of policy.

I

to·

the

Board

Ma k i n g it ' '
·

, ' . ·" · '

'

•

"Hey!, where do yqu think · i
Yo a 're go i_n g ? '' The guard
reached up and pulled the kid
down from the fence. " If you
want to see the game, it wi ll cost
you a dollar just like everyone
·
ese.
1 "
The boy, fo iled in his .effort
to get into th e ballpark, gJared
defiantly at the security guard.
"'fou think you're so bad,"
shouted the kid, "bu~ I betcha
one thing, I'm gonna 'get in and

of . everyone's view, the guard
turned to the kid.
•
"Listen kid, t here ain 't no use
in you climbing all over · th at
fence getting all scratched' .u p."
Hold ing up a corner of the
fence, h e ushered the boy under.

ment held, s hould have no voting

"Now you get on in there and

po,x;er as it r·el ated to the hi r ing

i.~,,a tcll

and fi r ing and to the tenure of

f:icult y mernbei·s.

¥

During the student t al<eover of
the university the students.sought

the support of the community and
eventually demanded community

and student representation on
universit y

policym aking

committees:
The University-Wide Comm i t ,t e e on Student-Faculty-

'

.

•

·

A
·

A

series o1 regularly held

monthly meetings between students and facUlty "to discuss,''
accol'ding to a department statement "matters of interest to
undergraduates, graduate students and faculty'' have been
established. '.I'he .first such "open
forum" meeting was held last
·Friday afternoon in Founciers
Library. About 12 instructors and
70 students attended. Department
head Edwar.d s, who presided at
the meeting anno11I1ced that the
'
department
had "worked assidi'
.
ously over the summer to lmpliment that which w~ could do.''

J ' \ A f"'\/''
}.
\ . l , J . :t'~"\
r
,~ l\)), ,;t, )\~ ·.
1, ';· '.'
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·

1

the game a nc_i dor1 't le t n1e

CCltcr1 you climbing tt1at ,fence

aga in. I was a kid once and 'know
· how bad it is to want to~ see a
game and can't."
·
T he kid let out a wa r·whoop
and raced into t he stands to find
a comfortable seat. The guard
·ttirned and walked away,'making
sure no one else "i llegally" got
into the ballgame.

''Having

.a dvanced

to

and

arduousl y served as head of Department for 12 .,ear s , 11 of
whic&, I was, Athletic Di rec to~
simultaneously, and . having been
elected by the staff last year
to retain tl1at position, it seems
inexplicable and illogical that I •
should be relegated at this late
date to the

secondary status

of acting chairman in vie\v of'
1ny academic 1 qualifications, co11tributions to the University · and
to Physical E'<lucation.''
Although he has resigned as

•

•

.A.cting c hairman, Barnes will re-

main on the s t aff 1n his capacity •
as an asso~e professor.
Dean Browne expressed regret ··
'
at Barnes' decision,
but stated
'
that he would meet immediately
.
with students· and staff members
of the department to determin~
what a rrangement could be
worked out until a new chairman
· was appointed •
is a member of the ?ilational
As.soclation _of Collegiate Directors of Athl tics and the . Na- .
tlonal
Ass iation
of Ad- .
ministrators
ealth and Phy~lcal Education.
,
In 1957, he. was sent by the
State Department to Iraq as a ·
Consultant and Clinician . in
Recreation,. ·Health and Physical
Education.
' '.
Barne~ has served as a member of the first executive committee of the Natlonal Association of Collegiate Directors of
Athletics 1n ~965, and as,~resi
dent of the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association from
1964-1967.
'I,
I ,
He is als~ a member of µie
U. s. Olympic Committe, the
.executive committee of the U.S.
Youth Games, and Vice-President of the D,C. Chapter American Association for Health
Physical Edcuation and Recreatiai.
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HUSA okays·
October 15 i ..
•
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•

•

Viet action
·By Pearl Stewart
•

\

)! •• / \ .

·y

ry,'' "Social Welfare' as a Social
Institution," and "Sociology of
Power."
·

" ··

1

you ain 't going to stop me .'
The patrolman grabbed the
youth by the a rm a nd led him '
away . "You little punk, the. next
ti me I catch you up on that
fence , I a in't going to t ell you to
get down."
Di.sappearing a·round the
north side of the field, a nd out

students, the depart-

Although

•

'

Acc<irdillg to an official department statement, "thepreviouslyrequired Senior seminar has been

~:O~~'!Tn~ ~;.01~~~~ w~~~e~~~:

•

·.

The
Sociology-Anthr~pology .· Administration Relations sugDepartment in the School of Libgested to President James Cheek
eral Arts is awaiting action by
· on August 26 that the President

ment of Sociology was one 10f the
lmportant issues which led to
the student disruption of the University and the arrest of 21
persons last May. ·
According to an offic1al 1statement from the office of E, frank!in Edwardb, department head,
"The Executive Committee of the
College and the Liberal Arts
Student Council are currently

''

,'

•

A nationally known figure, he ··

•

.

•

•

•

'

•

'

' '

'

The Howard University Student
Association endorses the October 15 Vietnam Moratorium,
and plans to have a • c2.mpus ·.
demonstration on that · day to
express student support, as · a
result of a HUSA Senate decision made at Monday ev~ning's
meeting.
·
-~ccording to HUSA President
D. . Michael Collins, a committee has been formed to work
on· the details of the de monst r ation', This committee, which
held !ts first meeting on Wed~
nesday ls open to all interested
students.
A
· The issue of 'c lass attendance ·
on the l 5t ~ was not reje<>l:ed
or endorsed by HUSA; insf~ ad
the Senate decided to ·make it
a matte r of individual ·choice,
Student governm ent officials
have asked President Cheek to
take a lenient stand rega r ding
the Moratorium, in order that
students will not be penalized
for absenteeism . Dr. Cheek ls
expected to respond lo this requ~s t, and issue the official position of the University on the
n1atter late th is \veek. ·

'

'

TJi.e Viet nam Moratorium is a

nation- \Vi de escalation of anti\v a r acti ons, dire<;ted at putting

an lmrnediate end to tile Viet- ·
nam war. The over- aJ J i11·eparatior1s on the national level ., \' ere
made by veteran staff members

of the fy!.c Carthy and Kennedy
campaigns . Over oOO colleges
and

W1iversities

have pledged

.

their support to the Moratoriu m '
Accompanying . the . campus'
activists, businesses and com.!
munity groups in sever al major .
cltle's have gi.v en their support,
and are plannmg demonstrations
1n their respective area.s..
·
'

•

'

•

•

·.

•

•
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Campuses prepar~ for disruptions

•

•

•

•
•

.
o! several mass drug busts during
the past two years--students now
face suspension for an arrest on
a drug law violation and expulsion ·
for a conviction. On many campuses, Including Stony Brook,
students have demanded In recent
year s that •administrations stay '
out of the policing business, par t icularly when drugs ar e Involved,
.

.(CPS)--Llke the star too distant to be viewed clear ly througll
a telescope or the germ too small
to be seen through a microscope,
the U.S. college stuclent has remained an unknown and therefore
enigmatic quantity since t he start
o! •the 1969-70. ac ademic year.
This fall, he has s curried about
bus ily prepar ing for the Oct . 15
Vietnam "\Var Moratorium, prote~ t ed t he University of California's dlsmis sa,J of a communist

•

ins tructo r, -launched r ent s trikes

.

at four ;schools, and held a
boycott of classes at the Univers ity of Michigan in support of
demands for a s tudent-operated
bookstore .

,

. Despite this bit of emprical
evidence and despite the postulatlons and pr edictipns offered
by s ociologists, psyc hologists ,
th
c 0 in m e r c i a 1 Pr e 5 s,
go ernm ent- commissloned tas k
fo es, etc., it's -anyone's guess
·as to \Vhethe i' the issues of the
' \var , tl1 e d r aft, r ac is m, and edu-·
c ational and social r efor m on

the ca mpus will inc ite this year 's
·st udent to the same level of
frustration an d dissent as
.' occured last y.e ar.
Colleges a n ct" univers ities
ac ross the countcy braced for the
• new year acccirding to thei r per-.
ceptions of r eality.
Some appateently s a\v the student' s nature; as qeing close to
Innately evl). rhe City College .of
New Yor k, foriexample, stationed
armed secu rity guar ds In the
j,

,

building

whe r e

students

were

r egistering for classes, Temple
Univer s ity form ed its own 125man campus police for ce.
The Unive r s ity of Wisconsin
and University of Michigan bot h
have developed over the s ummer
clvil defense plans to employ In
the ·event of building occupations
or violent demonstrations. Michigan also fire-proofed arid bombproofed files containing lmpore
tant·documents.
I . . Other Institutions, while not
following the law· and order on
the campus theme so o•.'ertly,
equipped old discipline codes with
new teeth aimed at chomping
down o n so-c alled disruptive
activities.
Cornell University, which endured an armed building occupatlon by militant blacks last year,
· added a disciplinary clause prohlbitlng " misconduct sufficiently
s erious as to constitute a violatlon of or threat to the malntenance of the public orde r." The
clause covers faculty m ~ mbers
as well as students, and the maxirnum penalties are the dismissal
of.the former and expulsion of the
·' latter. A 21-member hearing
board with four student members
• wlll have ·~ urisdlction in miscoqduct cases. •
The Uni\jerslty of Illinois sent
a letter to parents of undergraduates wanilng: ''When ••• a •
student Is found to have knowingly
engaged In a disruptive or coerclve action, Including knowing
participation In a disruptive or
coercive
demonstration, the
penalty wlll be dismissal or
pended
l!!smlssal."
other
schools, .lt{cludlng Ohio, Indiana,
Purdue, an~ North Carolina have
released s~ milar conduct statements.
I
At the S~ ate University o! New
York at Sfuny Brook--the scene

•

•

•

•

Universities, representing many
smaller state an\I, community
colleges, reported recel)tly that
students were sitting on administrative councils at over · half
of its member schools,
(Continued on Page 3)

The Executive Committee of
the Metropolitan Washington
Chapter, National Association of
Social Workers, has endorsed
the October 15 Moratorium on
Vietnam and ls urging Its 1700
members, who work and live In

the Metropolitan Washington ..
Area, to observe the Moratorium ,
by staying away from work on
all or part f!f the dax . and by '
joining with other social workers
In a public r ~y .
They have written to the dean.$
of the social work s chools at
Catholic, Howar d and Maryland
Unive rsities urging them · to ex-

t he universit y adminis t ra-

Returning,.

student s

,
were

greeted with curricula r and
structural changes, as well as
warnings , at m a ny schools .
Whether they we r e intended as
appeasing ges.tur es ~ r in sincere
. r ecognition of the students to r elevant
learning and se lfdete r mination is a matter for
conj ecture . ·
·

•

t
. J•

. Black studies progr a ms have

burgeoned ac r oss the U.S. , par alleling an increase in the number
of blac ks attending colleges.
Dartmouth, a sc hool that has
gr aduated fe\ver than 150 blacks
in its 200 - year history, has 90
blacks in a fr eshman class of 855 .
Other easter n colleges hjl.ve
t aken s imilar steps . Br own Univer sity has incr eased the nu mber
of blacks in Its fre shman class
from eight In 1966 to 77 current:
ly; Wesleyan, ·from 30to 51; Yale,

•

'
',

.

They are asking social \vor ke r s
to
commit : themselves to
organize this effort !n their
agencies ~d in t he lar ger com munity.

-""

1'-ormer Atty . Genl. Clark and assistant teach Law course.

Former Att. Gen.
•

· --------------~
'

•

•

dire cts seminar
defending poor
-

from 31 to 96; and Harvard, fr om

40 ta 95, Harvar d also r ecently
announced it had established a
Department of Afro- American
Studies, offering 15 courses , ineluding one on t he " black r evolutlon. " The Ivy League lnstitution has appointed a 35- member
committetl to prepare proposals
for structural change based on a
report on la_§t year's disorder s.
For Stanford' s 6,000 returning
students, new educational r eforms meant an- end to most
graduation requi rements,, Ineluding those In .foreign langu- ·
ages. Individual departments
have been asked to design options
to permit a student• to •take at
least one-half of his work outside
the requirements of his major,
The numbers o! freshman semlnars conducted by senior faculty
me mbers has been expanded. s o
that 369 of 1,400 freshmen are In
the seminars.
At Brown University, letter
gr ades have been abolished In
fav~r o! " satisfactory-no credit ".
evaluation, Some courses may
st!Il be taken for a grade, but partlclpatlon is voluntary. Tile mln!mum course load for an undergraduate
degree has been
lowered, and Independent study
programs greatly expanded,
The University of Pittsburgh
has reduced from 15 to nine the
number o! credits required per
term o! lower division ·students
In unlverslty-speclfled dlsclpllnes, and has converted from a
pass-fail grading option for juniors and seniors only to a
satisfactory-unsatisfactory option for all students. The option
ls good for one · course each
term.
,
Previously closed committees
have been opened up to. student
membership. T.he American Assoctatlon of State Colleges and

that day so th'at they can par- -<:
ticipate. All social• welfare
agencies and ass ociations in. t'he
Metropolitan Washington Area
are being contacted
to ask that
..
employees be given all or part
of the day off to participate.
If In the inter.est , of c lienl needs ,
it ls not possible for the agency
to close, the agency dit'_ector
is encour aged t'o oper ate with
a skeleton staif and to devote
some part of the day to Indicate
•
support of the ~1oratorium; such
as by observing a five minute
s ilence or holding discussion
groups . !\.gency directors are
urged to issue public st atements • •
r egarding their s upport of the
Moratorium .
•

campus disturbances , whel'ller or
tions asked for them.

'

•

or National Guards men to que ll

(

By Gwen Ross
•
A Law S<ihool seminar aimed
at finding legal solutions to current s ocial problems Involving
the poor is .being t aught this fall
by former United States Attorney
General Ramsey Clark •
Called Law and Poverty, It
Is conducted on the premise that
the rich get their' rights as a
matter of r outine, but the poor
must r esort to special tactics.
The senior course Is still being
developed, but It has tradl9nally
dealt with the social aspects of
legal problems. It will cover civil
rights, criminal justice, and general private rights .
Mr. Clark joins the Law School
faculty as an adjunct professor:
He reportgctly approached Howard Unive rsity officials about
teaching because of his strong
Interest In the Law School. Clark,
a member of Paul, Weiss, Goldberg,
Rifklnd, \Yhorton, and
Garrison, a 'New Yori\ Law firm,
Is said to be also considering
lecturing
and teaching at other.
I
colleges.
I

When you knQw
it's for keeps

•

•

•

'

epsa.
DIA M ON D

The Howard University Student

A ll your sh aring , all your
special memori es have
g rown il'lto a prec ious and
endu ing love. Happily, these ,
c heris ed moments will be
for er, symboli zed by your
di amond eng ag ement ring .
If th e name. Keepsake is in
the ring _and on the tag ; you
are assured of fi ne quali ty
and lasting sat isfaction . The
~ nga g ement d iamond is
flaw less. of su perb color, and
prec ise modern .cut. Your
,.
Keepsake Jewel er has a .
c hoi ce sel ecti on of many
love ly styles. He' s li~ted in
the yellow pages un.d er
' 'Jewelers."
•

'

I

•

•

•
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k

·
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R INGS

Association needs student
to serve as tu tors

especially English
and·Math

•

•

'

Contact the HUSA Office

•

••

NOTICE

Do you want to get higher

·

And

•

Groove

with the hip so~ds of
The Soul Squad
Joiil Us
'
Howard U. V.•.
Delaware Stale
(hom.eooming) .
October 11 , 1969
Tickets $3.50 ·

.

1

Who's Who In Soul, a national
Soul, An artist Index lists each
rhag'azlne about r -& b soul music
artist by record label: The price
artists willI be published here lri
will be $1,00,
·
.
October by Unicorn Pro?uctions. .
Who's Who In Soul will be
An 84 pagel magazine, Who's Who · · clisfributed nationally and In for 111 Soul has been one year In the · · eign countries upon publication.
making. It jwill contain 300 photo"It will be an annual publication, "
graphs of soul performe rs. .
says publisher Elliot Ryan.
Feature articles are on Aretha
Unicorn Productions ls now
F.. anklln, ames Brown, Dianna
preparing another publication for
Ross & t e ,S upremes, Ray
the purpose of booking Washing-

•

•

•

.

At

•

•
•

Buses leave Founder's Library
j

•

9:00 A.M.
tickets 0 111 ' sale at: Student Center

R'" \I ' " '

~

•

· I

lu \hO" Ut ' •: I

.

f,,,,,, , 10(•··

i. : J\J{JIJ
(Jt\T,,u!t Mo · •~ .. '}
A tt p, ,, ,j ('.
I"'"' I 1.-.,
A '

f,!

1 H OW T O PLAN YOUR E NG A GE MENT A N D WEDDI NG

There will be a meeting of

All African Students
. today
at I p.m. .

:~~n~~~l:i~g:~l~~~ao~~!

•

in the Penthouse Auditorium at th e
University Center

All are. Cordially Welcomed
Oo Not Miss This

f

111'"-'

--~- ------ - - ---- -- - - ---- - ------

African Student Association
,Announceme_n t

on Television, Soul ,In The Inner . . East Coast. Soul, Rock, ;i>sychoClty, and IThe National Assoc!delic, Folk, Jazz 'and Country &
atlon of Radio and · Television
Western bands can call the pub~
Announcers . Altogether 300 soul
!!sher at 783-2553 for more Inrecording art!sfs' photogr aphs · (ormatlon
about
the
new
are to .tJe found In Who's Who In
publication.
•

endorses O'ct~ 15 moratorium

said he would send st ate troopers .
not

•

cuse students froffi class e s on /

..

i~:.1~ih~~~!a~~~~~:~n ~~~i

•

•

In Ohio, Gov. J ames Rhodes

''Sor!tl'' magazine honors/'300 noted musicians
'

J

Local social workers gro~p

I
I
I

Plc.JSC SC"1 d ne w 20 P<iqc boo klet . ' ' H o w ro Pl an Your Eng<'lqCm c nt t'lnd Wed d ing ''
,1nd r.c <Y i 2' pugc. f ul l c o l o r fol d er, both for On ty 2'5c . Al so. ho w C<'l ll I "ti bt~t n
1he be¢i.;! : 1 u.I 44 pugc Br id e's K~ p~u~c B oo~ a t h<'llf p r ice ?
j· f -b9

I

N• - t

.'

I
I
I
I
I

'

I
I
I Ad d< ~\ ·
I
I c;t~
Co.
Kl
I
I
I
I S! t l t
• Zip
1·
I KEEPSAKoE DI AM O N D RI N GS, SOX 90 , SY RA CUS E; N EW YOR~ . 13201 ~ J
L----- - - -----------• -- --- -- -----~
•

•
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'
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accuses U..G.F . .of racism

•

By Gary P. Lindsay
'

The Black United Front's Rev.
Douglas Moore presented charges
at a press conference that United
'
Givers
Fund uses racism as a
''control instrument'' to sup_pres Black people In Washington.
Also In what the. Front called
a "Black Position Paper on UGF,
and the Health and Welfare Council, both organizations were accused of being "two of the most
powerful
group leaders In the
•
deliberate perpetuation of fossilized racism In the District
of Columbia."
.In a strongly wonded, nine page
comprehensive analysis of the
openat!ons of UGF, and HWC; the
Black United Frollt,declared tbat
"the activities o'Rtiese two oper- •
at!ons
differ
little in substance
'
.
from the consistently anti.- Black
posure of the Board of Trade, and
certain Southern Congressional
11
•
halem·ongers. ''
Rev. lvloore sighted each association as being guilty .offoj;tering
a white paternalistic attitude that ·
•
results in a ''two-,pronged''
attack against Black self-respect:
He said the BU F's qpinion in this
matter \vere founded upon its
study which sho,ved that the ·
UGF's program enslaves Black
people by keeping them psychotically dependent on Welfare handouts ; and they dehumanzied Black
' professionals by hiring them for
the m.o st sensat!ve or top-level
positions in both organizations.
The BUF's representative included in his findings information
.which dealt \vith the April 1968
riots following the ass!nation of
civil .r ights crusader Dr. Martin
'
• Luther
King.
'
"Out
of the 4,000 ' members in
the Red Cross (an associate of
UGF) not a penny was raised to
help Black people caught up in
the riots. However, Rev. Moore
included that, "they did work
with the police and army In supplying food through churches.'•
BUF1's outspoken minister said
situations such as this tend to
bi'ainwash people into thinking
that the UGFcares Instead of
giving relief money directly to
community organizations In tending to !ts own needs.
The BUF announced their own
money gathering body; the Black
United Fund, was an alleged statement by the UGF saying that no
qualified Black social workers
exist to meet the demands bf ttie
Inner-city community.
"There are 600 Black social
w.o rkers in this city,'' Moore
commented. Most of them come
from highly regarded schools
such as Howard and Atlanta University.''
strument whereupon w111tes are
used to take care of Blacks."
Almost immediately following
llifoore's statements Frank E.
Wall, . UGF president and Joseph
B. Danzansky, chairman of the
.1970 $16 million drive, denied any
charges of racism.
.
ff Racism
doesn't exist in the
UG F or we wouldn't . be here
today,'' Danzansky said.
At a board meeting Danzansky
commented that he would invite
Moore's group to work beside
his. He said that UGF would study
the BUF's statements and make
further, comment on it at a later
date.

•

J

~ ~ew

for.m s of either hidden
. or blanket discrimination listed
in the Black Position Paper were :

.

'

•

1) Of the 11 non-f!nanclallysupport!l_d members of HWC, only
2 out of 12· or 16 percent operate
in the 75 percent District . of ·
Columbia.
•

I

•

I

by denying funds to certain Blackadmln!strated agencies while allocating funds to idenltcal whitecontrolled one seI'Vlng a majority
of white people . ..
•
Rev. Moore went Into depth on
the last issue saying that• such
well publicized,
poverty stricken
,
organizations as the Adams Morgan Community Center, and the
Tennybobbers, an effective youth
group in D.C.'s Shaw area were
told "see you In 1971 '' afterthey
requested UGF money.
•

..

Hare to publish Journal
on Black research study ·

'

•

,

•

'

•

'
.Ji..illUS

L E.ST (I~

'

•

•

•

.

•

Dr. Nathan Hare, an Instructor · · Toure, President of the Republic
.expelled from Howard In 1967 be- . of Guinea, will publish a major
position paper, "Negritude vs.
cause of his support of student
Revolution" Ip the November 1
activism . and an architect of the
Issue of The Black Scholat.
Black Studies Program · al San
"We are dedicated to publish•
Francisco State College, has anIng bold, controverslal i articles
nounced publication of the The
on the B 1 ac k .revolutionary
Black Scholar, Journal of Black
struggle In this countcy and
Studies and Research, the naRev. Moore reassured his auabroad,'' Dr.. Hare anncnmced..
tion's first journal of Black
dience that this was. but one step
"We will also .serve a restudies.
in a battle against "all kinds of
search function, recovering hisThe
first
Issue
of
The
Black
· racism.'' We are trying to make
torical data and generating ~w
•
D. C. a Black Mecca, so that • Scho!'ar will appear on November
data
on
the
Black
man's
condition
11 with .national distribution and
others (cities) will follow our
In this country. Thus, theory will
promotion. It will feature articles
example," he said,
be anchored by fact, ang ' Bl~ck
by Stokely Carmichael, Bldr!dge
students
and teachers and lnfelCleaver, John o. Klllens, Leroi
•
lectuals throughout the country
Jones and other distinguished
•
will share the benefits of Black
•
Black leaders and intellectuals.
studies.''
.A. special feature will be first
The Black Scholar Is a nonhand coverage of .the First Pan
profit organization. It will publish
African Cultural Fest iv a I In
10 issues yearly at a cost of
'
Algiers, by Dr. Hare. Sekou
$1 .2 5 per issue.
"OUr goal ls to put all racist
organizations out of business,"
Rev. Moore Insisted. . These
groups take the money out of the
District and Jnto the suburbs ; !ts
a conspiracy,'' he claimed.

,

Campuses

Julius Lester, author of "Search for the New Land."

Lester commenta'r y 'tell.s
of past twenty five years

•

Students at Ohio State now sit
on the F acuity Council and Council of Academic Affairs, and
those at Obe rlin are included
on the .Judicial Board . Stanford,
Fisk, Van.d erbilt, and Princeton ·
W1ivers!fies have added s tudents
or recent graduates to their
boards of trustees.
~1assachusetts
r ecentl y be.came !tie first state to pass a
la\v _.... giving stude11ts a voting
membershirr'on state college and
W1iv ersity governing boards. On.e
student \Viii sit on each of the
state's governing boards, overseeing the University of Massac husetts, Southeastern Mass,
achusetts University, Lowell
. Technological Institute, 11 statecolleges and 12 com mun!ty ·
colleges •
Non-voting student representatives are now included on · the
governing boards of state schools
in Kentucky and Wyoming and at
the University of Washington.
And the b~ttle against "in loco
parentis'' still goes on• ·at some
schools. The University of Maryland this fall abolished women's
hours for all women, and Ohio

logies -- ''New Jazz Poets,''
Black writer Julius Lester,
"Negro Poetry · for High School
has been cr.l t!cally acclaimed
(Continued on Page 11)
for his treatise on the genesis
of Black Power (LOOK OUT,
WHITEY!
BLACK POWER'S
GON' GET YOUR MAMA! and
."
for ·his poignant commentary on
the writings of former slaves
•
(TO • BE A SLAVE). Now, In "
SEARCH FOR THE NEW LAND,
he presents a searing, yet compassionate look at American history of the past 25 years--comment!ng on the factors that have
created the present younger
generation and himself and the'
poison In the American soul .that
has afflicted everyone.
SEARCH FOR THE NEW LAND
is as bold and contemporart in
!ts mixed media form as in !ts
theme. The author has called
•
it "a three-part
fugue with
.
- v.ar!af!ons "- -the three parts being :
1. a. subjective history of the
•
United States 2. autobiography,
!nclu<l!ng excerpts from letters
'
After all ·1s shed a·nd
and a journal 3. ''found poet ry''
done . your soul. may be
drawn verbatim from newspaper
saved . . ·b ut you r contacts
and magazines articles. The
need 11elp They need Len·
music it makes ls filled with
sine Lens1ne is the one conboth anguish and hope.
.
ta ct lens · solu tion tor com The Dial Press wUl publish
pte,2 con tac t·c are ... preparing .
SEARCH FOR THE N.EW LAND
clean sin g . and soakiri'!g .
·
on October 28. ·
There was a time when you
Julius Lester was born In St. ·
is a compatible. ·~1so t on 1 c ·· solune eded two or more drfferent lens
Louis, Missouri, in 1939 anq
ti on. very much like y·our eye 's natso luti ons to properl y prepare and
lives in Nashv!\le, Tennessee,
ural fluids .
·
maintain
you·
con
ta
cts
.
No
more
and Kansas City, Kansas, beClean ing your con tact s Wi th
Lensi
ne.
from
The
Murine
Comfore coming to New York in
Lensine reta rds th e build-up of
pany
,
makes
caring
l
o
r
contac
t
1961. He was graduated from
foreign dep.osits on the lense·s
1ense ~ as convenient as wearing
Fisk University in 1960 with a
Arid soaking your contacts in Ler-therr1 .
B. A. in English.
sine between w_e aring pe riods asJUst a drop or twc of Lens1ne
His poetry has been pub- •
sures you of proper lens hygiene .
cqats and. lub~ric3tes your len s.
!!shed In American Dialogue ,and
free soak ing-storage
This allows the lens to .float more · You get
has also appeared In three anthoc ase with individual lens compart freely ir1 the eye, reduc ing tearful

(Continued from Page 2}
•
University has added sophomore
\Vomen to its no-curfew l.i st •
Meanwhile, though the cam - ·
puses have · been quiet in .the ·
'
'
early weeks ·of 1969-70, stu~ ent s
have been organizing.
.A.t the Uni<krsity of Colorado
students have formed a tenants
union anp are _ready to begin a
rent strike. Rent strikes''alreacjy
are llllderw ay in the communities
surrounding the W1iverslties of
Michigan, Wisconsin, and California at Berkeley.
P romotion of the Oct. 15 Moratorium Com mittee c laims students at more than 500 colleges
are committed to spending that .
date in teach- ins, rallies; and vigils against the war.
Activities are proceeding at
such disparate institutions as
Berkeley, where the .city COW1Cjl
voted 5-4 recently to support the
Associated Students of the University of California '1n their
planned "day of demonstrations,"
and West~rn Illinois Unive rsity,
whe re 1,200 have signed pet'itlons
supporting the class boycott and
moratorium rallies have drawn
crowds. of' 600.

•

•

'

•
'

•

c: ·

•

.•
•

•

•

,

'

.

•

'

1ng s perrr11ts the
growth of bacteria on
the lenses Thi s Js a
su re cause of. eye 1(ritalion and in somecas e s can e n danger
your vision . Bact eria canno : grow in Len sine be·
cau se it· s sterile; se.11 -sani tizing. and anti sep tic
•
L,,ensine . . the sou/ut1on for
comp lete contact lens·ca re. Made
by the Mur1ne Compa·ny. Ir.le .

'

a

irritation . Why? Because Lensine

•.

2) Qf' . these 11 agencies, 50o/o
have no Blacks on either their
Boards or their staffs. St aff
members, In the majority of
~ases , are relegated to clerical
or custodial posit!Dns.

<

,

'

•

•

•

B.U.F~

•

. Page 3

•

NOTICE

'

ments on the bottom o f every bottle of Lensine .
,
It has been demonstrated the
im proper storage between wear -

'
.

DISCOUNT VISA CARDS Sold by

•

•

Gamn1a Sigma Sigma Sorority &

..
•

•
•

AJpha Phi Omega Fraternity in the

3) Of the 22 organizations In•

•

•

cluded in HWC, only 3 function
·primarily In tlie predomlna.tely
"Black District of Columbia .

' I

'

Lost & Found Office ROom l 09
•

Student Center Price:

$2.00
'

(includes book of patrons) .

.

'

4) UGF deliberately practiced
the most insidious white racism

.

•

.
•

•

'

.

' '

'

•

•
.

•

•
•

.

.

•

•
•

.
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USE OF, TROOPS, TANKS, HELICOPTERS AGAINST BLACK CIVILIANS
MILITARY OCCUPATION OF
. COMMuNI'.l.'IES
•

I

BOMBING OF CIVILIANS
MILI~ARY OCOUPATION 'OF
. . COMMUNITIES
'
U.S. SUPPORT OP DICTATORSHIP 1
TORTURING OF CIVILIANS
'
_.. · SUSPENSION OF · AI.t. CIVIL .
· RIGHTS AND ,LIBERTIES

•

I
•
•
•

.•

•

•

•

'

'

•

.

7

'

•

REPRESSIVE
LIVING
CONDITIONS
'
SH.OOTING
INTO CROWDS
,
'
UNCONSTITUTIONAL SEARCHES
OF
HOMES
.
•
•

'

'

'
'
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U.P.O. ·uses ex-conviets
.to ad yi·se · drug addicts .

•
•

•

'

'

By Gary Lindsey
Q- Ball Irby is but one
of the•
always gives a first hand report
•
United Planning Organization' s
each. time he addresses an
• so-called "professors who have
audience •
obtained a street degree," and
"Those guys with aJ,1 the deknows what it is like • to be on .
grees from college doil't real!JI.
narcotics.
know what addicts !Ille myself
lrby's lntroduc .t lon lntothe
have," the advisor commented.
world of sickness, despair, and
On this subject two °'ber· consometimes death Is nothing
victs Frank Macklin, apd Gilbert
unique. However, . his job as a
Parsons agreed with I*by.
"tell It like It ls "resource as· "We (Lorton tnmars) try to
sistant from Lorton Prison which ·
reach the real youn children
also represents UPO ls seen as
because we feel If , kid has
a major milestone In termlnatnever used It, then he's a
. Ing the spread of this drug In
potential drug addict •.1
the Inner-city.
·
The hard-core addict Is too
Recently, Judge Charles Haltough to reach; he llesitoo much.''
leck and Sen. Harold Hughes
"This Is one problem those colchatrman of the ' Senate· Special
lege boys face with d<ipe fiends,"
Subcommittee <in A!cohpllsm and
Irby stated. A drug 'addict will
Narcotics validated the need for
tell you anything he ;thlnks you
· Inmates from Lorton to act as
want to hear, but we know when
liaisons.
he is l ying. ' '
Halleck es timated th;it 85 per. Latllt, at the UPO ' building in
cent of crime In the Dlstrjct
the 1000 block of U Street, N. W.
is drug related and criticized
Irby turned to Albert Carthe city Health Department for
machlal, and offlclal.s with the
failure to control. drug ·abuse.
Federal Govern·ment ; who works
· Sen. Hughes told thE\ group
closely · with Lorton prisoners
and said, "Tell those reporters
that drug addiction should be
treated ;as ·an illness rather tlfan · · nobody can talk aboijt their exa crime. He criticized President
periences better than me.''
Nixon's efforts to stiffen penal, "I lived on 17th and Corcoran
ties for s~lllng marijuana.
St, I lost my mother, and wife
In ess~nce this same rev!and everybody else while In jail.
'
talized d ~ive to crack down on
This Is my lites' work (drugs).
drugs meant a 20-year h!tdh
If I can help one youngster, then
for · Irby, ~ho vJas ••a two time
I'll be satisfied.''
loser.''
.
Irby, Macklin, and Parsons
•
Today after 30 years of searchwere asked to attend the gathering for a cure, and finding one, he
ing at the UPO's office because
has become the chief spokesman
earlier they served as advisors
for Mrs. Lillian Greene, _of
for this c9mmtinlty association
UPO's Job Coaching Program ' at
In the .field of drug addiction
seminars given to educate people'
on September 3,
about drugs.
At the UPO bullc.llng each man
The 48-year old Irby who was
was given $50 checks for their
sentenced In 1961 for selling
participation In the • Manpower
narcotics at the National Airport,
employees sponsored program.

•

.'
Rajive Avrom (center) talks witli Indian Students in informal meeting to discuss Indian Student Association

elections being held today.

. Homeco~ing theme wjll signify
a new age of ideas and hopes·.

---------------_ay
I

·

Lyman Lewis, chairman of the
Homecoming steering committee
said, " The general theme has to
be one which other themes can .
link up with- -.a theme that will
· allow you to give each event
a title. Thus all themes will flt
In with the general theme.''

..

'

1

'

By Michai>I A. Harris
allow students to see what type Ot
concrete proposals President
Cheek has for the· university.''
Both Wallace and stewart agreed
that It It required taking the student leadership off to the woods :
.to unite them they wereWllllngto:
allow students to see what type of;

pay the price of the projected
$5,000 cost of the conference. As
of this writing, no theme has been
approved for' the conference. All.
Interested students· shoula coniact the H. U.S. A, office on the
· third floor of the student center.

•

Health services av·a ilable
all Howard students
AS

a

s pecial

f eatu r e,

T HE

HI LLTOP w i ll p r ese nt i n each I ssue a

· c o lumn

kno wn a s ''You r Hea lth
Co rn~ r ·•, w ( itten b Y D r . M cCot t r y,
Oirect o r o f ·the j H o ward Universit.y
Healt h S erv i c e . Th e purpose o f thi s

co l umn

w i ll be t o p resent to the
Universi ~ Y commu n it y
i nf orm ati o n
co nc er ning the serv ices avai lable
thro u gh yo ur Healt h Service a nd h o w
'" they ma y be o btai n ed, t o d i sc uss In
~ laymen•S· terms med ical problems o f
specia ·1 or t .im e;I Y. importance
priiTiarilY t o the student, and t o
answer heal t h qu estio ns asked b y
readers of THE H ILLTOP. Please
d irect y our quest ions to Sam u el B .
M c C ot tr y, J r ,, M .D ., Directo r ,
University Health service ~
'

•

OeVance Wal.ker
Present1y there ar~ thirteen

The general theme for all
Homecoming events this year ls
"The Dawning of ·a New Age.''
This theme signifies the coming
of the new Presfdent, who brings
ideas and hopes for a better
Howard! ·
.

•

Every year a ritual ls held
In the cause of campus unity.
ThlS ritual . usually occurs In
the woods of Virginia and the
participants are in most cases
the student leadership-faculty•
i
and administration. This event
is entitled the HUSA Leadership
conference.
The conference
usually provides an opportublty
for the student leadership tq
discuss campus iinlt and bther
Issues in the calm atmosphere
of a summer resort.
This year the co-chairmen of
the conference are two of the
more progressive senators In the
H, U.S.A., Tony Stewart and Sam
Wallace. Stewart expressed his
. senlments about the conference
In a recent Hilltop Intervie\v.
"This conference will be the
first of it's kind. All elements
of the university community are
asked to contribute to the development of topics and papers
to be presented.''
.
The conference this · year will
be held In Coolfront, West Vlr. ginla, a resort area outside of
Berkley. Stewart stated that
· "Representatives from ail cam'
pus chartered organizations will
attend, and we Will open up tl)e
leadership conference to the student body at-large on a first
come first serve basis.'• Since
the capacity · of the resort area
wlll be 103, the · -co-chairmen
estimated that at the most 10
students - at - large would . be
chosen to attend.
The main area of concentration will l!lvolve student reprec
sentatlon and the relationship
between the faculty and students.
The committee ·organizing the
conference has sent letters to
admlnlstrator.s,
faculty,
trustee's and ' Interested students
to Inform them of the conference
and lo get their suggestions and
Ideas.
Also .a letter .ls being sent
.
President Cheek to requst that
he meet with the committee,
"if Cheek agrees with the agenda
and the topics then ther e Is no
reason why he cannot Implement
the decisions.
Sam Wallace also commented
to the lllLLTOP that he hoped,
. "The Leadership Confer ence will

-1

•

Oct . 20-23 Campaigning (12:30Homecoming committees dealing
1: 30)
with the various events on the
Oct. 23 . C ~palgn Roundup
agenda. All of the plans for these
(7:30 pm)
events have been tlnaltzed,
Oct. 24
Elections (9 am , 6
pm)
.
chap el Service-The talent show • will be held · Oct. 26
Rev. William Holmes Bord~rs
on Wednesday, October 29 at
(11 am)
7:30 In Cramton Aud. featuring
Oct. · 26
Queen's ·CoronaHoward students. The students
t!on--Cramtoo Aud. (8 pm)
who will be ,In the show were
Oct. · 26
Queen's Receptlon-.,
auditioned this week. The variety
c ramton Lounge
show t~1eme ls "The Age of Soul.''
Oct. 27
Gos p e 1 Service-·- •
Cralnton Aud;' (7:30 pm)
On the following evening the ·
'
Oct. 28
Open
student body will be entertained
Oct. 29
.v arltely Show-by Dionne Warwick, the ·EmoCramton Au~. (7:30.pm)
tions and the Constellations.
I
There will be two shows on
Oct. 30
C oncert · -- Men's
October 30, at 7:30 and 10:30
'
gym (7:30 and 10:30 PlI!)
pm In the' men's . gym. Tickets
Oct. 31
Pep Rally anq Aswill be sold at two dollars on
sembly In Men's Gf-m (7:30
a first come first serve basis.
pm)
.
·;
Oct. 31
Snake Dance--Upper
'
The festivities will be.presided
Quad (7:00 pm)
•
•
over by the Homecoming queen,
•
who will be selected on the 24th
Nov. 1
·Parade (9:00 am)
and crowned on the 26th In CramNov. 1
P re - Game (11 :30 •
\
ton Auditorium. There are five
am)
,
candidates trying for the HomeNov. 1
Game (1 :30 pm)
coming Queen title. They are:
Nov. 1
Alumni Reception
Clarene Martin,. Gracie Minor,
(follows game)
.
G_ay Hende rson, Cheryl Gale and
Nov. 1
Alumni Gala (1'0 :00
Maxine J obnson.
pm)
.
Nov. 2
C h]apel Service-Complete schedule of Home• •
Leroy
Balley
(10
:00
·am)
coming activities:

.

A me morandum outlining the
procedures for securing emergency medical service has. been
distributed to numerous offices .
and lnformatlcin desks at the Uhlvers_lty, Including the University
Switchboard. Every week an on
call schedule naming the Health
Service physician responsible in
cases of emergencies which· occur when the Health Service. ls
closed ls distributed to the same
ar eas mentioned above, including the University Switchboard.

Dean's Beauty Salon
And Barber Shop
1851 .. 7th Street, N. W.

•

I

•

•

I

.

i

•

Howard University, D. C. Teachers
And Federal City College Students

.

. \

203 Discount
_Special Discount Every Day , ~
from 8:00 A. M. to 4·00 P. M~
On Men's Hair Cuts
Ladies Hair Creatively
Cut & Styled High 'Fashion Treatme/nt .'•
Specializing in ''Natural'' Hair
Cuts & Styling - I•' -•

'

•

•

.

.

'

•

•

I

.

•

'
•

I

'
•

•

STUDENT SPECIAL

•

.

Telephones: · 387-4380 '387-4381

The Health Service makes ItIf at any time you have' quesself available to be your ' 'famtions, suggestions or crltlc\sm
lly doctor''. You are Invited to
regarding your University Health
bring to the Service any pros ervice you are Invited to bring
blem which your believe effects
the situation to ' the attentlorr of
or is affect.ed by your health.
the Director personnally, and
•
Hours for regular medical-care
appropriate action will be taken,
at -the Central D!spensar;,: are
9:30 AM to 4:30 PM. For your
convenience and in order to preFor the third year the Health
vent waste of cl ass tim'e you
Service Is making available to
are urged to take advantage of
the women students ·and e,mour appointment 5ystem. If your
, ployees of Howard a cancer
problem ls urgent or serious,
•
detection
program. The pror
you will be served as soon as
gram, under the overall super,.
possible after your arrival at the
vision of Robert T. Greenfield,
Health Service.
J r., M.D., Research Associate,
.T he Healtfi' ·Service operates
provides this service every
three Infirmaries \ where medical
Tuesday afternoon from 1: 00 to
care may be obtatned when the
3:00 PM at the Health Service.
Central Dispensary (Ext. 360,
The service which Is free, in361) is closed. Cook Hall includes examination of the breasts
firm ary (Men), Extension 443,
and pelvis, including. a cervical
ls located on the ·2nd court of
Cook Hall. Frazier Hall In- · Papanlcolaou smear ; and any recognized abnormality Is referred
firmary (Women), Is located in
for treatment to the Health.Ser-·
suite 224-5; Telephone numbers
vice or physician of the patient's
for Meridian Hill Infirmar y are
choice . For your conveiiience,
2,65-4756. or 265-1000 (Extension
please call the Nursing Unit (Ext·.
222, 223, 134).
.
362 ·or 361) to make an appointEmerg~ncy medical service ls
ment for the date you prefer,
· available .on a 24-hour basis •

'

'

Matthews Photo

H. U.S.A. -spQnsors Leadership Conjere nee
'

.

'

•

'

I

' 'i

•

•

•
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'
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··Pharmac.y senator calls
for· activist student body

'

•

•

•• •
•
•

'

" ... ; \,\'/) lllo. Rlo"S A 1'ROOP Rt'/J U("I'/ON AND HERE 'S
1\'0 IJRAl''I' ('ALL .FOR OC" I'Olll:.'R AN/) /1ERE'S ... "

•

-~
•

' .

.,

'
cide whehter the free . time
you
Less than four months ago :I
have you can call your fellow
ran for the HUSA Senate. You
classmates to see whether there
selected me to represent your
Is any clinical experience you
views, It is one thing to run on
can render ..j:o the needy in your
slogans • and another to fulfill
the campaign promises. I am tohospitals or In the community
.day as committed to serving
health centers. We are talking
too much of being professionals,
you fully with · the same spirit
as that shown at the election
This Is It. As your Senator I
will suggest some projects and
time. But remembi!r the. battle
actions to take and make your
Is' not over for any of us., In
fact It Is just beginning. I am
vote count by giving me> your
appealing to you all to answer
hand when called to render help
· for it only when we are united
to. my call when I call on you
with a purpose that we can reach
to act so that we can translate
the deep convictions we had at · our goal otherwise our elections
and slagolis becom~s another
election time Into positive actions. As your Senator ~ can do
not apart of the· University comlittle without your moral and any
munity and resulted Into actions
other support that is needed for
such as destroying the buildlilgs.
us to move to the directions we
Their cries for help Is being
proposed of changes to better
Ignored and nobody listens unourselves and of the people we
less soine grade came out to
hope to serve in our profe_s get attention of some adminislon as Pharmacists.
strator. So what happens is that
a student tries and after few
It seems to me that Pharmacy
times without any result he gives '
as profession follows a very
up and when he is bitter by the
conservative line. It has not
lack . of attention from his so
awaken up to the call from Its
called caretakers they call some
people In the community for Its .
law enforcement to get· him out
services .. It has not. taken any
of the building, We have to learn
step to try heal the poor nor
to communicate silently.
Thus we
•
has It any proiect that tends to·
need to have people who will
think or . plan how to help
start thinking of the entire stuthe poor who cannot afford the
·dent body of the college of
Increasing cost of drugs, The
Pharmacy regardless . of the
scholarship
awarding
committee
•
grade point as far as their need
Is so structured that It gives
justifies such a consideration.
the money where it is already.
The a wards and aid from priThis Is evidenced by the fact
vate companies should not set
that most of the students who
.o ur criteria. if they are giving
come from poor homes and back·sincerely, then they should not
. grounds have to work part-time
set the criteria for only those
. while going to school, yet the
Involved In the administering the
criteria for scholarship Is either
aid know those that really needs.
an overall '' B'' average or some
In this way we . do not have to
grades like those. No special
bark on the wrong tree If · our
Interest is paid to the working
wishes are not met by our Impoor student who could do even
mediate caretakers.
better If · his conditions were
different, This has creat~
To the students, I would like
suspicion and lack of love for
like to caution against followone another In the academic cl.r ing the c9nservative lines of ·
cles and It has resUlted In some
our predecessors. I have obparticular students feeling that ' served with great concern the
they are not welcomed or feel
way we have following our tradiquets and receptions, we .have
tions that even at ·a tline when
money to send to. the manufacmany of our fellow men . are
turers for pamplets that somegoing without food just arounll us
times have no value or are not
we have tlqie and money to party
[ead b)'· majority of the stuand give banquets, When our
dents, When all Qther schools
fellow schoolmates have been
are volUJ)teerlng for some por,
given a fi:ee expense tour to
jects to help the Community for
visit
Pharmaceutical · Manuexample the law students in their
facturing companies but fall beproject to help with the legal
cause given a free expense tour
advise In the Community, we at
to visit Pharmaceutical Manuthe College of Pharmacy are
turtng comapnles but fall begoing nothing, I am appealing to
cause they could not· come · out
all of you to shake up the tradiwith $20-30 to meet their retions and take things In orde r of
maining balance to meet their
prlortles, Participate In your , bus ·fare we had time and money
Student Councils and try to into keep our tradition senior ban•
fluence change In · your college,
tradition which only has to be
Get to the policy making so that
done because the society says so
you can influence' whether that
and never to be questioned, If we
dollar should be aliocated to
do this then we hav.e become
care for a child from the cOmslaves of a tradition Instead of
'
munlty 1vho cannot afford his
Masters of our tradition
and \
health fees or his lunch or should
finally our destiny, Time is
that dollar go rather for a banrunning out! Act now.
quent, You will also be ·i)l a posi•
tion to help determine whether
Opposing views from • responsible persons are alw;ilys wel11 that (ree hour you have can be
spent in a drug store to earn
come.
· '
'

..

'

'

•

'

'

a fe\\' cents for few items for

a poor family .in your area or
will it be spent in a cafeteria

playing cards , Also you will de- ·

Affectionately your,
M'RITHAA NJERU KANAMPIU
Your Senator, HUSA ·
•

'

•

..
•

•
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'
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Editor:
In your article on the Greeks
last week (October 3; 1969), the .
Hilltop stated that when criticism
had been made of the Greeks it
often had taken the form of
''shallow and
narrow- minded in•
vectives." This must have have
an understatement, and I say to
the Hilltop that it was "shallow
and narrow-minded'' of It as a
school newspaper to put the Issue
bef.o re the campus community In
the for.m of "Exploring Greek
Mythology." The Hilltop stated
'
that it was Interested
In knowing
the FACTS about the 'matter and
that it will share It with the rest
of the campus. In the progress of
my letter the Hllltap and the
Campus corn munifY will know the
facts about my Fraternity. The
·brainchild . of this article gave a
very one-sided and negative connotation to Greek letter fraternities and sororities In his advertisement arid had might as
well denounced them directly instead of tn the Indirect manner
ttlat It was ·presented last week.
I . am a member of a Greek
letter fraternity, namely the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, 'I ncorporated, which was depicted
In the picture last 'week. The
• Omega Psi Phi Fr.aternlty was
founded at Howard University on
Nov. 17, 1911, for the purpose
of linking men of .like ideals and
similar ·. attainment
Into a
brotherhood whose objectives
would continue to be pursued
after coll,ege, Alpha Chapter,
comrnonly known as "The Mother
Pearl''

because

Omega

was

founded here at HU, is one ofthe
Que chapters on this campus. Today there are over45,000 Omegas
In 322 chapters throughout the
country and around the world, The
Hilltop's picture showed my
brothers marching around the
sundial, You would like to believe
that is all that the Ques do on_this
campus. I will tell the campus and
the Hilltop FACTS not mythology
.
about what Omega Psi Phi ' has
clone In the ~ast and what its
members are doing on Jioward's
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cared enough to participate in·any

Bobby Isaac

•

•

the 0111}' ones on campus who even

Editor

••

"

the natioral level.
,
Traditionally the Greeks were

S TUD ENT Nf'WSPAPER

•

•

.. carnpus, in the community, and on

HOW,.!,RO U N!VfRS/ TY

•

•

-

'

•

'

held the top elective offices. This
is still true on many black cam puses today. Greeks literally run
the campus. If you look around,
you \Viii see that Greeks participate in all facets of the University. The men of Alpha Chapter ol
Que Psi Phi have fully participated in the life of HUlhroughout
the years and have contributed
. much to our alma mater, To show
'
the Hilltop
and the campus, .here
is a partial listing of some of my
Que brothers'

activities: Bro.

Lovell Harris - Senior Class
•

are being asked to support .·an·
President, Dean's List, Bro.
Omega project aimed at assisting .
Mike Frisby - LASC Senior Class
' .
I
the debt- ridden city' of,..f,,ayette,.
Representative; Bro, Sam HutchMississippi, which since Jilly h~
!rison - Junior Class President,
been headed by the black mayor,
LASC Executive Council; Bro.
Charles · Everls, the brother lof
Steve Jones - Junior Class Treao
slain civil rights leader· Medgar
surer, LASC Executive Council,
'
,
Evers. The project Is being p~oHonors Program and Dean's List
mot"'ed by Omega's Social·Actlon
1967-69, Slowe Hall Dorm Council
Committee headed by Brother
and Resident Assistant, one of
Samuel C, Coleman, An Initial
three HU' s representative~ in the
gift of $500 was presented to
Harvard-Yale- Columbia 'rntenMayor Evers by Brother Elli!' F.
slve Summer Studies Program ;
Corbett, the Grand Baslleus, The
Bro. Lloyd Free!llan - LASC
'•
Fraternity
also
has
a
National
Junior Class Representative;
Vice-Chrmn 1of Campus Pals, , Scholarship !C ommittee w!\ich
awards the foDlowlng: Creative &'
Homecoming Steering CommitResearch Fellowship Grrui,ts,
tee, Vlce-Chrmn of Homecoming
Undergraduate and Gradual;e
Queen's Coronation Committee;
Scholarship Grants, Scholarships
Bro. Ken Dudley - Slowe Hall
to black high ~chool seniors naDorm Council and Resident Astionally and on a local basis, 'l'ld
sitant; Bro, Larry Blollnt - Slowe
the Golden Anniversary Schol'l-rHall Dorm Council; Bro. George
ships awarded to three freshman
Berkley - ,Dean's List, Slowe
Hall Resident Assistant; Bros, , Jlla!es tn the College of Libera!
arts at Howard, and I would rec- ·
Herb Dixon and Ken Perry ommend any freshman male who
Who's Who In E&A In 1968; Bro,
reads this letter to look tntothis,
•
Ron Bennett - Tau Beta Pi Nat'!
The Fraterni~ has a 11ationwlde
Engineering Honor Society, ResiAchievement Week which began
dent Assistant, E & A Stud~nt
In ·1920 as Negro History and
Council; Bro. Paul Lasslster Drew Hall Resident Assistant; . Literature Week, My late Brother
Bro, Steve Vaughan - College of
Carter d. Wooctson, founder and_
Pharmacy representative
to
Director of the Association 1for
American Pharmaceutical and
the study of Negro Life & Hlst?ry
Health Council, Bro, Ron Perkins
and former Dean of Liberal ~rts
1919-20, papularlzed the study of
- Vice Chrrnn of Homecoming
Negro Hlstoey In black sch.<lols
Steering Committee; Bro. John
and colleges 1and .the Negro ~!s
Turner - former news editor ·of
tory Week, which he establ1s9ed;
Hilltop; Bro. Anthony Stewart So Black Studies is not anytlilng
HUSA Senator and the list could
new, If In February you should
go on and on. But I jus~ wanted to
·:'remember Negro History Week,
give a brief sample of what so111e
·remember that an Omega: man·
of my .omega brothers are doing
on Campus other than singing at
establlshe\I It. The 'purpose of
the ''dial,
Nat'l Achievement.Week Is tocgive
an opportunity for presentation of .
important current achievements ·
As far as the black community
of the Negro many of which m<iY
is concern~d, Omega men have
never find their way Into tire
been relating to the black comprinted pages of history, .This is
munity long before the idea of
a worthwhile project to which Oljr
'' relevancy'' ever caught on. One
chapters may direct their ene.rof the ·purposes of Omega Psi Phi
g!es. This united effort would
as stated In the pamphlet, "This
stimulate and enrich ·the cbmmuis ..\lpha Chapter" Is "To occupy .
nities where chapters of the F ra~
a progressive and constructive
ernlty are loGated, This project.
place In the community as well as
has been and still ls another effort
in the nation.'' Year after year the
of Omega men to live and achieve.
•
chapter has been active In many
Over 100 Omega chapters have
campus-community · projects a
life memberships in the NAACP
fe\v of whicl1 are the Homecoming
Including Alpha S::hapter. The
Week Activities, the Campus
Fraternity sponsors .a National
.community Chest, a ChristmaS
Essay Contest and a ' National
party for unde rprivileged chilTalent Hunt in 11•hich black youth
dren, ltnd the annual Que-Kappa
participate in all ac ross'the counBasketball game, the proceeds of
try. The purpose of the essay conwhich are donated to the Campus
test was to encourage intensive
Community Chest. If the Hilltop
study of Negro activities and thereally warited a picture of Que Psi
community problems bound µp in
Phi to show to the campus and if
_the so-call.ed '•race'' ·,problem ..,
the Hilltop really w:mted to exThe pr.i mary function of the FTatplore "Greek mythology" maybe
ernlty,,through Its NSAC (Nationit should have shown a picture of
al Social Actimn Committee).. ls to
my brothers and I tutoring black
advise, suggest and ,encolfrage
gh.e tto kids.
awarerfess of common pressing
, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity has
· social problems wlttl the hope
national projects to relate it to the
that the membership !will follow
communit y, If anyone has done
up with local"' action"' programs
any reading at all they would have
addressed to alleviation or resoread that Omega men, Omega
(Continued on Page 8)
chapters, and Omega Districts

.
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·Thoughts

•

by Pearl Stewart
. ·
In our ·recent attempts to break
to ostracize admiring Negroes
away from many of the old irfrom their brotherhood or
relevant traditions that characsisterhood. So the . Negroes
teflzed Howard for a century as
ostracized other Negroes from
bemg one pf t he best Ivy League
their brotherhood or sisterhood.
imitators In the country, \ve
After all as one Howard Greek
ball game) is nice, and Homecomoverlooked two very old, very
poinled out to me the other day,
-ing Queens are nice too (during
traditional, and very, very Ir"All
groups
have to be
campaign week). It's all very
relevant aspects of the universexclusive.''
·
nice.
.I
ity: Greeks a'nd Homecoming.
(Even minority grouljs ?)
. But don't Howard stude9ts
According to Greek sources,
So now on Howard's campus,
party every week-end · anyw&jY<
in the old days, Negro (there
in the midst of the present trend
Don't we see shows and conare times when this word must
of revolution and change, Black
certs throughout the year anybe used) students at white schools
Greeks have changed too. Now
way? Don't we seefootball game·s
were not allowed to pledge the
they wear Afros.
(and fashion shows) anyway?
·white fraternities and sororities,
So do Homecoming Queens.
Don't Homecoming Queens think
so with a ''We'll show them''
Naturally, Homecoming is anthey•re qUeens anyway (otherattitude they began their own,
other white Am1c>rlcan tradition
wise why ..Would they want every.And of cours~, they gave their
which Negroes picked up along
one else to think so)? And can't .
the way. Every one will agree
organizatiolns ·Greek-letter
"
Alumni -, comP
''home'' anytime?·,
names just like the whites had,
that Homecoming parties are
So what is Homecoming and
As · the reputation of these ornice, the Homecoming concert
what are Greeks at Howard Uniis nice (it should be for $13 ,000),
ganizations spread, they became
the Homecoming · Fashion Show . versity? The same as they are .
the "thing" on Black campuses,
at any white school.
~
(otherwise known as the footalthough whites were not around

•
•

EDITORIAL

•

''The nation is bursting asunder!'' •was the grim message
of The Honorable Elijah Muhammad in a recent issue of ,
''Muhammad Speaks."
Mr. Muhammad was interpreting the situation in the
United States today as it related ·to the prophecy of the
84th Chapter of the Holy Quran. Although there are a
number of Black people who would be willing to argue
with Mr. Muhal!'1mad 'on a number of other points, few
would disagree with his analysis of the deteriorating state
of this country today.

~

A few years ago a writer, Ben Wattenberg, along with
former Census Director Richard Scammon put' together a
book entitled ''This 'U.S.A." The major thesis of this text,
based on census data fro.1111960 and subsequent years, was
that ''the United States is entering that Golden Age, that
we.have achieved a Better America."

·
·
I
According to

Within Metropolitan Washington, the white-face dog Mafia,
Mafiosi, Costra-Nostra, and the
black-face traitors, who sell dope
,t o our families, and loved ones
,a re now confronted by a controversial, d3dlcated opponent.
Col.
Hassan J eru Ahmed,
President, Executive , Director,
and founder of the Afro-American nation of the United Moorish
Republic is asking people in th~
Black community, and white, .to
"unite to end drug dependancy
and drug traffic."
. :
Along with an estimated or~
ganization of more than 300. Col.
Hassan is working on the asJ
·suption that addicted people are
stlil held in the bonds of depression and
slavery because of
I
.
narcotics.
•
Hassan's out grow ths of the
.Moorish Republic, the Black
Mans' s Development Center, and ·
the Black Mans Volunteer Army
of Liberation are taking a four
fold approach to the drug situation. These are: medication, education, work, study and action.
Methadone, a federally
conv
trolled stimulant is used by the
Moorish I Republic to slowly
transform a drug user from one
type of dependency to another.
However, this kind of mild narcotic is more easily arrested
when treated by competent
physicians.

.

It has been
pointed• out that when President Richard
•
Nixon looks at the 1970 census data he wilt: find that
the Black American family income has doubled since ..
1960, that Black people, after Lyndon Johnson's ''Great
Society'' program, are living in better houses~ that Black
A\llericans have better education and better jobs-but
what does ''better'' mean for Black people? Well, one thing
it means' is ''an increase from what it used to be, but still
much less
than what
. ~
. it should be."
•

Of course there are people complaining who are not
Black, but that will be discussed elsewhere.

•

•

•

Mrs. Coretta King is reported to have said earlier this
week while commenting on the responsiveness of the
1
Nixon administration in dealing with social issues that
''President .Nixon's attitude, his lack of real concern,
suggests that his Administration is motivated by racist•
attitudes.''
•

In keeping with the homecoming theme of "Da,wning of a Ne\v
Age,''

dents ft Howa rd included--ar.e

the

comfortable

\Vith

a

material

Blackness as they are with a
materiral whiteness.
ThiS; g·eneration has reached
maturity .listening to ~1al colm's
words ' but yet they have
not
.
h~ard him; they quote Malcolm
as freely as Patrick Henry or
Karl Marx. ·

.-

This generation is so confused

'

and has become so absorbed w i~h-

In essence this association of

men and women have at their
disposal such a staff, The heads
of these· medical workers are :
Dr. Claude G. Walker, Medicai
Director, · and Resident Physician, Dr. James Townes, Director of Denistry, and Prof. James
D. Tyms, Director from Howard
Univers ity;

'

brunch ·which I attended last week
in the 1000 block of U St; N.W.
•
'Dan Ingram, a public relatjons consultant with the government constructed p.rogram
•

stated, '' _d rugs have now become'

a major UPO problem in the
subUrbs. ''

Although Hassan has not
publ!cally expressed a· definite
1
Locations where treatment is
reason for establishing a drug
administered are at 1407 H st. · unit on W!sconcin Ave. in the
•
N.W., 14th and v st. N.W., 1600
almost lilly white, high rent dl'sNewton St. N.W. and the Moorish
tr!ct, a calculatlng move mfly ·
Chancery, at 6406 Georgia Ave.,
be in the offering.
•
N.W.
.
It could be that he ·has been
•
.
doing a bit . of . homework, and
· As always the federal plantahas found that suffering times .
tion bosses have turned up their
white, equals dollars for his
noses to a drug solution that
program.
Whll1e
America's '
has cured Black people on narb.11reaucratic system has proven·
cotics for 20 years, and treats
for centurys that Black times
3,500 patients. The government
suffering ls equvalent to zero
itself list over 51 000 dope adtimes zero, equalling nothing. ·
dicts but its clinics have not
Besides the government, the
begun ' to near · Hassan's sum in
Moorish Republic has had to
treatments.
•
contend with snipers who on Sept"I'd give the program to
ember 20 wounded an unidentified
the in,'' Hassan told me recently.
captain in bis Black Man's Army
We need money but they haven •t . ofr Liberation.
·
offered. any.'' Presently, Has"This is a d!irect action , by
san's men raise funds by condrug pushers against our activl- · ..
tracting printing jobs, and workties.'' But they will find this out;
ing in the bull>ling trades, plus
we don't play, Hassan said. To
donations.
us the sniper is · held In the
Ironically, the solution to obsame light as drugs, and they
taining ·funds ·was answered at a
\vlll get what we are giving narUnited Planning Or ganization
cotics, massive repraisalso''
•
•

•

rhetoric that the y no'v identify
so-called conservatives as socalled militants and militant s
as so-called conservatives.
1

This genera:tion, though I guess

I should in fact say, some of
our Black students here at Howaz·ct, especial!)', t1ave to such

an extent lost fa ith and confidence in then1selyes that they·
are embracing that old illus ion

of "white and Black coalition. "
1' 11is

is tr11l y a reaction bo1·1\

of feor, frustration and seltdeprecation, \vhen you go ~ l'otmd
thinking . that your enemy, your
oppressor. the criminal \vl10 r.as
been brutalizing you can help you
att ain your liberation, on the
g·rou11ds
that 1 'it's a class
s trugg·le , 11ot a tace st1·ugg·le.' '

It seem$ like· 400 years in this
r'\m'eri'can p·rison have d1·iven
some Black people stir- c razy.
Maybe we co.uld see it if some
well-organized Black organization entered into a colition \vith
a white organization for some
specific pttrpose:

keeping

mixtures talkin g · about waging a
revolutionary class war b:y· ''organizing the workers..'' Aint t;1at
•

some shit! Even Martin Luther
Kin g never. dared to make such

'. .
•

~;a. y· ,

white cops out of th" 131ack community. However; what we have
seen is jive s al.t and' pepper

•

'
•

generation.

now. the y have been inundated
with numerous things Black to
the point that the y now are as

-

I

post- f>lalcolm

For a g·ooctl y nu1nber of years

Nixon, when asked wh~t he thought of the October 15
nationwide. protest
againsi the Vietnam War, was reported
"
.
· to have said, ~·'. .. under no circumstances will I be affected
whatsoever by it.''

•

\vishtonoteandanal).'Ze

The Black youth of today-- stu-

.

nation is bursting asunder!

\Ve

a new era, a new trend, a new
phenomenon that is beginning to
rot the minds of· intelligent Black
youth · in America today. This
phenomenon was born of militancy, bred , on demonstratiorl,
frightened · by white . po\ver,
reared on frtistr ation and fed 1::1;'
fear, This phenornenon might qe
called by some, '' co.wardice' '.
I see
it . \vas the appropriate
..
.
reaction to radical and' militant
action and I \vant to stop this trend
from blossoming by cutting it off
at its ugl y roots .

~

fh~
.

I

'
•

By Jomo

1' 1ssue by issue;'' says the rep9rter, ''the President seems
to make no progress, either with the electorate or ~vith the
problems; Sometimes there is actually a discernible poricy,
which may be arguable in its merits, but which at least
represents
a decision.
Often
there is no discernible policy,
.
'
.
as on civil rights, and only legwork
can find someone deep
•
in the recesses of some government office warren who is
able to put apparently random events into some sort of
pattern . Usually there is a stated position that can
eventually be run to earth, but seldom is there any
action."

Indeed,

.,

The post-Malcolm generation

The incisive comments made recently by a Newsweek
W ,i.~~ House correspon.d ent brings the matter into fo~us:

•

.

Straight from the SP.ear

Nixon's racist inclinations are not difficult to document.
The Pres!dent and his 1regressive policies and politics haye
succeeded in ''turning off'' an impressive• number of
•
Americans.
.

.

•

By Gary P. Lindsay

Now, prier to the Vietnam Moratorium we look at the
degree of public alienation characteristic of Americs's
Golden Age and say ''SHIT!''

•

•

· Colonel Hass an fights dope

''Nearly every pointer frqm census statistics shows
progress. We have just begun and the best is yet to come,"
they wrote.
,.

I

Community Dialogue: .

authors, Americans, including
nonwhite Americans, were healthier, wealthier, better
housed, better ·fed and better educated than at any time in'
the past. Poverty, it was alleged, was vanishing and the
cities and u~an areas were neither ''declining nor dying."

•

'

•

I ·

th~

•

•

Greeks and Homecoming

•

, IO WA RO VN l~'E HSI TY.
STUfJlNT NfwsPA PfR

•

'• .

H.U. hang-ups:

THE
•

•

a tragicomic blunder.
>I
The issue before Black people
today is very · clearcut: · it is
simply ·a problem of how. Bl~ck
people in this country are to
survive. Those afraid .t o• face
the vast seriousness and complexity of this issue turn to
· yow1g white r adicals and say,
" Dig, ho\v you gonna help Jlle
•

make it ? '' That's like asking
ru1 apprentice prison guar d .ho\V

he's g·oin g to help you go over
the \Vall; J'OU don't even see that ·
in Holl)l\vood, so t10\v is it going to work on Howard's campus

or in the Black community? Na\v,
•

>

you' re shuffling a\vay from the

r eality of the question.
T l1e pcist-Malcol1n g·eneration
•

has, unfortunabely, turned its
back to history; if it dared to
study a little- - and just a little
•

study of history might reveal a __,

lot--it might cha.I1ge its · mind
and c hange its behavior. EVERY

TIME BLACKS HAVE JOiNE D
A WHITE MOVEMENT OR ,\LLOWED WHITES TO , JOIN A,
BLACK MOVEMENT, . THEY
HAVE BEEN BETRAYED ' OR
THEIR "MOVEMENT
. HAS
•
FAILEDl Just witness the socalled Civil . Rights struggle,
. when poor, deluded Blacks .tried
to reach the white conscience and
•

(Continued on Page 11) .
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•
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Page 8

a Greek defense
(Continued from Page 6)

•

'

.

•

!!shed blood banks for hospitals
and the American Red Cross and
lution. The NSAC functions as a
helped save the lives of millions
clearing house for local "action''
all over the world. He·saw someprograms Initiated by the chapthing· in omega and inGreekdom.
ters. In that way the opportunity
And if anyone on campus or on ·•
Is afforded for coordination with
the HILL TOP staff ever need a
existing programs of the Frate·r blood transfusion in an emergennlty and established community
cy or whenever, remember !bat
and governmental agencies In the
an Omega man helped save your
field s of health and housing, emBro. Sterling Brown and the late
ployment and social secµrlty, • · Bro. Langston Hughes were two of
legislation and civil rights, eduthe most famous black poet.s and /
cation arid cultural relatlol\e. A
playwrights that America has .
Southernwlde project c alle~ the
produced, Some other Omega men
Voter Education Project (VEP)
of note are Bro. WalterWashing\vas adopted as apart of the Fratton - mayor.of W.ashington, D.C.;
ernit y's National Progr am. AlBro. Benjamin Mays - P'resldent
thour;h the major. .emphasis 9n
Emeritus, Morehouse College
black voter registration on 'a
and civil rights lea r ; S ro.
nationwide basis .in their respeJ;Robt. Nix - U.S. Co ressman,
tive 1r eas. VEP, whose dlrectpr
4th
Congressional
District,
is Brother Wiley A. Branton, is
Penna.; ·Bro. Willi am H. Hastie now op e r a tin g in Alabam a,
the first Negro appointed to, the
Ark211s as,
Florida, Georgia,
federal · ju<jiciary and fOi'mer dean
Louis iana,

\

r

•

Mississippi,

North

car o 1 in a, South
Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia.
Th.e project is primarily a research effort designated to develop educational prqgrams which
will be most effective in providing voters with the knowledge
and the will to register. This
Omega project provides technic al
·assistance to local and national
voter registration groaps as well
as financial assistance. This
project Is supported through Que
Psi P hi's National Social Action
Program In conjunction with our
many chapters throughout t he
South. Omega is also spo11sorlng
projects In 'G r.e envllle, &ilsslsslppi and here in Washington,
D.C. Thus an Impressive contingent of OMEGA MEN in nearly
every community ·\\!here Fraterlty chapters are maintained could
be • found busily formul ating,
sponsoring, conductlrig and supporting the policies and pr~g rams
of :Such organized groups as
UNESCO, World HealthOrg,, The
U,S. Public Health. Servlc\), The
Civil Rights Congress, the World
Council of Churches.and .Its program for the education of migrant
workers, the NAACP, the Negr._
College Fund, and the Urban
League.
The Omega Psi Phi F r aternity
has produced sqme of the gre atest-

black men in Amer·i ca, If anr
supposedly black person on this
can1pus knows ·any black history
al all, he will s ee that Omega men
have been and still a re in t he
forefront. The OMEGA CITIZEN
OF T HE YEAR AWARD 1968- 9
was ·a,varde d to my Brother, Rev. ·

•

Jesse Jackson who heads Opera- ·
tion Br eadbasket for SCLC. He
has helped many black people in
the South. Most important and of
far- reac hing Importance that any
Omega has made was the contri-

bution 'made to hum anity by my
late Brother Charl es R. Dr ew,
Brothe r Drew loved Omega so
much that he help compose and
1vrite t he F r aternity's hymn,
''Omega Dear.'' Bro. DreW was
an authority on the preservation
of '.vhole blood and the production
of blood plasma 'and he estab-

•

''Can't gf!t none''

•

•

•

'i

•

'

Editor:
,
I have a probie\i that Is very
pressing, I've be~n at Howard
for only. a short ti me and I
• have not been able to enjoy the
fru its of sexual release. Yeah,
that's right, i can't get none.
I have all that is necessary to
function properly, but It s eems
that these Howard \Vomen are
just out to frustrate me.
I'll never understand why these
•
young l adles wear mini skirts and
get insulted when you try to get
some. Shit man, don't they know
t hat men get excited fast and if
we don't get any release that we
can't function ? The first week
of school I was able to run
across campus at night and feel
s ome young lady's nice plump
behind, But now t he goddamn
· Administrallon Is frus t rating me
by putting up those new lights
011

campus.

· If any yo\Ulg lady can help !)'le
with my problem please call
797- 2285 .
Thanks
T. H. Top
'

'

'·

•

. I
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conditions'' .in Cook· Hall

I
The residents of Cook Hall
redecorated ,and they all . have ·
It has been staled that $650,000
have,· repeatedly complained
well be spen on the Meridian
furniture in their !01U1ges, For
about the terrible ·conditions of
Hill alone, which leaves exactly · this reason I cannot \magiile •
the ®rmitory, It is a known
$600,000 for Cook, Slowe, Cranwhy the furniture would be re.
'
,
fact I that Cook '.Hall Is ohe of
dall, Truth; Frazier, and Carver
moved from Cook
Hall lounge
the oldest, of all existing Howard
Halls. In my , opinion it will tal<e
when no actual ' work had ~en
University dormitories, but !fall
more than the stat&i amo\Ult to
planned.
'to se,e why It must be the worst
complete all things proposed. ·
The residents of Cook Hall
look1'g interlor.Jy.
I am sure . that $600,000 can
pay no Jess than residents of
be• spent ·on Cook Hall alone for
In ia notice published August
other dormitories and they.
29, 11969, It was stated that ex. room
improvement,
lights,
should receive no less. As prestens!Ve plans ha:d been concluded
plumbing, 1bull~tln boards, furn!'ldent of the dormitory, _I · feet
and ii.re now being lmpl.imented
. ture, rug$ for· the lounge, lmthat we are being sho~changed
for rlew lighting in bedrooms and.
provemenl of the office area,
and something should ' be done
'
1obbtes, . new furniture in Slowe,
new mall : boxe~, screens, te~e
to remedy the problem. If no
Canler, Truth, Crandall, and
phones (pbulic) and the finishF raz.ler Hall bedrooms, and gening of our two .courtyards that
eral! Improvements at the
were torn out and left
' with ·no as soon as possible. If there
lllleridian Hill Hall, These improtective measures to indicate
Is to be no consideration shown
'
pra\iements amount to $1,250,000
that the pavement was removed
for the r esidents, I wouldr1at
and 'will be completed . during the
(which would be helpful during
least like to show some for
the night).
first \semester, Some of the plans
visitors-especially for the · ~e
have been completed. Regular
If these proposals can be comm:iles that visit the dormitory
of Howa rd Law School ; Bro.
' .
students will note with pleasure
pleted by the end of the semes- · before the hours of co-educaPercy . J,µlian - eminent Negr o
•
freshly painted areas in all of
tlonal visitation • .
ter with the amount of money
Che mistry r es earch s cientist
t he ·: halls, and the new light in
previously stated It will be very
2. The pavements In the front
who "1so designed the Chemistry
·Truth, Frazier, and Crandall
-and rear courtyards 1'has been
good, but while, and if they are
Building on Campus; Bro, Robert
bedrooms.
'removed anq all worked has 1ten
being carried out, the residents
Weaver - former Sec. of HUD
The notice gpes on to say that
of· Cook •Hall have a few major
and first black Cabinet member;
" be\;innlng in 'early October and
complaints. Th'lse complaints
Bro, William J, Trent, Jr. continuing throi;lgh the first semare:
indicate that work has been done.
Executive
Director
Emeritus,
•United Negro College f'.und; Bro.
•
ester, "bulletin boards will be
1. ·The turnlture was removed
This would be especially helpinstalled, new furniture will be
from the lounge In the beginning
fUI after dark and on the weekGeorge L;P. Weaver - Asl\ist.
placed in the lobby of Cook Hall,
ends,
if and when residents '1ocof
September
because
it
was
to
Sec., U.S. Dept. of.. Labor; Bro.
establishment of an office for the
be redecorated and the workcaslonally return intoxicated. I
Bayard Rgstin - civil rights leadha!! council, · establishment of a
ing personnel did not want the
3, The work has started • -on
er; and .ithe list could go on,
library study room, and complete
students "to be lri their way" .
the mall boxes ''as such'', put
There were several Omega' men
redecoration ot the lounge area•'.
The rugs were also removed. · they are not new. our old exi;st- .
who argued successfully in the
Furthermore~ $650,000 will be
!rig mall boxes have been reSince then no wor~ at all has
1954 Supreme Court case and an
positioned permanently.
,I
been done lri the lounge and
Omega man, Bro. Wiley Branton, ' spent Ion projec,t s at the Meridian
We would like to have rlew
r epresented the black people in · Hill Hall and it ends stating that t the residents and visitors must
'
jluring
the
next
registration
perimall
boxes
as
was
promised
to
stnad
lri
the
,
lounge
area,
sit
the Little Rock s chool case sevod to .help eliminate this.problem.
Cook Hall, and would like t1*lm
on trash cans or on the steps,
eral years ago. All of these men
at Cook, Slowe, and Carver·
to be of the combination typEI so
which Is an absurd condition for
s aw something in Greekdom and
•
Halls''.
•
we
will
have
no
problem
with
any
dormitory
on
any
campus,
in Omega,
'
.
These
Improvements
sound
keys.
,I ·
After
conversing
with desk
I have presented to the Hilltop
quite good on paper, bl!t when
4. We feel that less m,o!1ey
personnel of the Quadrangle,
and to the Campus community
one views the situation as It Is .
should -be spent on the Merldlan
Carver, and Slowe Halls, I have
FACTS not mythology about
actually unfolding these Ideas
Hiil and
more on Cook Hall
· learned that all of them with the
•
Omega Psi Phi. I can present
and improvements will take
exception
of
Baldwlri and
more if need be. In the future if
(Continued on P~e. 12)
years to complete, especially
Wheatley are supposed to be
· the Hilltop or anyone else for that
1
at
the
rate
.at
which
things
are
matter is interested in criticizing
being done. · •
I
Greeks, I would suggest that they
have enough intelligence if that is
not asking too much to look Into
what they are criticizing before
HOUR
the issue is presented in the form
of "Greek Mythology," I am
I
.Edit or:
willing to bet that the aut r of
I think the fact that over 90 per
the ' advertisement on the
eeks
cent of the students who started
'
didn't have an iota of •
I dge
the Early Registration process in
of what I presented an probably
the spring paid their fees by Aug- 1
still doesn't know an iota of what
THE
LEAN IN~
ust ~5, 1969, indicates that the
r IN
} ·•·
the other Greek letter organiznew reglstrat~on system worked
allons are doing, But this per'
'•
to the satisfaction of a majority ·
son (s) can still blat·a ntly shoot off
•
of the students who participated,
at the mouth and criticize some•
Even though we are pleased ..
thing they don't know about, I
, with fhe syst<1m, there are still '•
•
'
would suggest that the Hilltop exsome major problems that must
plore its own ." mythology'' in
~
be solved. The deans and departbeing effective and unbiased
1heads gave special attention
•
ment
school newspaper on c ampus li1
to their departmental offerings,
the future. If the Hilltop or the
I
but closed classes Is still one of
campus COII\l'Il\Ullty Is further in'
•
our major pr.o blems. The system
1755 Columbia, Road, M.W.
terested in knowing the facts, I
• i)rovldes periodical enroll'ment
co. 5-2226
(Continued on Page 10)
)\talus reports, which we hope
will be · used· more effectively
•
· during the next r egistration per.,
. iod to help eliminate this pro.. blem J
.,
MEMBER
Editor:
•
As a member of the Class of
There ar e other ·problems
,
•
1970, 1t has been pleasing to note
whlchl must · be s olved by Imthat the College of Liberal Arts
proving our procedures, Instruchas dropped several of its rlclcutions ·and methods of communicalous requirements for graduation
tion with the student.
•
F r eshman
Assembly, ROTC
There are bbsic course options
(both of which I have already .. • that students are not fully aware
taken); Senior C ompreh~slve . of that will ·make It easier for
•
Exam, Graduate Record Exam, ,\;. •~ them lo schedule classes. lfthes e
"D" rule (all of which no longer
options were t horoughly under,
•
apply to g~aduatlon) . However, • stood I believe more students
the Senior Essay E~am stlll re- • would take advantage of them;
•
mains as a requirement for gradThis Is partipularlytrue of fresh•
uation. Obviously, this exam Is a
men and transfer students.
· complete waste of time for any•
'
'
one. It puts the student in double
We also recognize the probjeopardy in that all students are
lems associated with the payment
r equired . to tal<e at least one
of fe~s and :are mal<ing recom- •
English course while enrolled at
mendations which we believe will
Howard In addition to numerous
Improve ~ area.
other .courses
Many students failed to give
- all of which.require
,
,
English proficiency. No . one Is
their local address during the
seriously worried about passing
registration .p eriod, This is a
t he Senior Essay Exam in that It
major pro~lem . that will be
is ludicrous to think that one
solved. before the next registrac ould bec ome a senior and at the
tion hf"glns,
sa me time not know how to write
We recognize that the reglstra- .
an essay. The exam Is simply a
tlon system we are using Is a def•
time-consuming, trite inconveinite break • Ifr om the traditional.
nience. Since all the previously
HoweTer, we believe the advant•
mentioned · changes occured at
ages for It outweigh the disHoward be'cause of the direct,
actvantages for t he students, facdis ruptive militancy of the stuulty and a administratipn. We
dent body, It would be pleasing to
have
dedicated ourselves to
see Dr. Cheek abolish the ·Senior
making it \¥O rk in that fashion.
Essay Immediatel y!
•
w.
A. Sojourn er
•
William H. Johnson
Registrar
•

.

•

:~kth~s ~:?nit1:;.e ~~n~ r~t;~~~

:i:~~d~r~~~et::Sw~~n :~!:J11:~

'

.

System worked

''

'l

•
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End essay
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''Satire''~ ;

''grotesque'' describe

•

By Pearl Stewart

•

basic source of Black art, but ·
Paul
Harrison, a prothat the University
· should be
' .
fessor .In Howard's Drama De- ·
the major center ff,r relating to
By Donald Bradley
I
·
partment and writer and d!reethe community, ' each feeding
tor- of last year's controversial
deals with the advertisement of a
"Putney Swope''
' will be a gross
each other.•' He pointed Qµt,
''Tabernacle'', has revealed his
new fac iai c ream dubbed ''Face • disappointment. However, if one
"Since · the Universities have
desire to see Black art empha-·
Off." In this segment, a Black
takes whisker with ~haser anct
facilities, they' should play the ,
sized at Howard. •
'
youth and a w.hlte co-ed sing a . ice it will be a rewarding expermajor role.'' Harrison views this .
Professor Harrison feels that
role as making t he• facilities ·
song of the' r love affair based on 1 ience. Curre11t1y playing at the
the community should be the
available to Black artists, to.
their encvunter at the Yale"Dupont Thea,tte.''
' .;.
'
. enrich and fertilize
the ideas
Howard g·ame. She cbirps, ''My
that come from the Black comman is out of sight and his pim•
munity.
.
ples are i:oo. ' '
Another bit of int ~r esting satAs a playwright and novelist,
ire deals .\vlt h the American conProfessor Harrison is especialcept of masculinity. In the.opening
ly interested in the development.
scene, a m as t e r adverlising
o! the llterary arts on the Unis alesman asserts that: ' 'Beer is
versity campus. "flth 101 Black
I
for men who doulit their mascuinstitutions in the ,c ountry, there
•
is not reason why there shou)d
· linity.' • The movie is well stocked
with punch lines to ease the tenbe one starving playwright.•' He
sion of its seriousness.
,
said that with th~ proper envl- •
1 '' Putne:y Swope'' is a s-u r-·
ronment for experimentation, •
-,,
I
gar-coated realism· · that en' ' eventually we cap have ·a kind
ables the viewer to face reality
of Black theater literature.'' The
with no fear of a bitter aftertaste.
main goal of such writing, Har'
I
" Putney Swope" is an indict- '
rison feels, would be to establish
ment against our society, Its •
a: new Black standard, thus end- .
"
materialism and lack of human
Ing our reliance, on European
•'
values. It points out the most
artistic values. ,
glaring fault of the American
According to Harrison, this
dream, na mely, one cannot satstandard can be set uP at Ho\..
,.
isfy all the people all the time.
..
\Vard because, "students are bei<.:·
•
' 'Putney Swope' ' is a satire which
coming reluctant to partic!pafi .
leaves the viewer with ·a feeling
in things irrelevant to their e
of pity, for a sick society needs
per iences·. ' ' He ~lieves that, t
treatment. The questions are:
.
.
faculty should !1e tuned in
Who will diagnose 'the ailm ~nt ?
By Marlene McKinley
the students' Interests in ord .
Who will prescribe the cure ?
to come to concrete solution"·
Two Black plays written by
with them, the young boys ar<
1
'Putney Swope'' offers :no ansfor feasable programs. As '' \f
former menJber of the drama
dangerous cre·atures ignored by
wers or easy solutions, how~ver
part o! tli~ Drallla Department; .
faculty Ted Shine will be persociety.
·
it does assert the urgenc ~ of · formed on th~ Ira Aldridge stage·
the professor ~!!eves that the
The two plays will be directed
the situation. Moreover, it imdepartment presents some na~ ' .
October 23, 2'1, 25, and Nov. l at
by Owen Dodson who recently
plies that Black owned and optural l!m!tat!onsl , However he
8:45 p. m. with one matinee Octreturned to Howard's drama deplles that Black owned and operober 25 at 2:45 p.m..
'
partment from a s abbatical leave • . stated, ''I am hbpeful that the
ated does not !tuarantee success
department will cooperate with
. The first of these plays
It has been said that he ls ••one
in any form or fashion.
the Ideas that ar '1 consistent With
•Jdabel's Fortune ' ls a t;Ue of sin
of the outstanding playwrite di•
the needs of the students.''
an expiation concernirig an anrectors in the United States.
Underneath its thin veneer of
Harrison's
personal
plans i.ilclent crippled white woman who
'Tim e Magazine' of October 3
comedy and social ridicule; there
•
I
,
elude
writing
and
,
d
irecting
a
dra
s ays mistreated her servants and
observes after quoting some of
is an even more crucial question :
friends. In the end of this -exhis poetry '' s ijch work stands
matic version of Eldridge CleavU soc iety as a whole is sick, th~n
.
'
cruciatlng and hil<tr! s play the
peer to Frost, Sandbl•rg and other
er's " Soul on Ice,!' which will be
how sick are its components ?
presented in New York · in the
old woman Is t aken
t of her
white American poets ••• "
The answ e r ·t o suc h a question is
·spring, and possibly at Howard.
The setting and lighting have
left to the viewer, but its sub- - wheel chair and is left · he cold
dark to die. She is des ed by
been designed by Associate Pro- . He has rec ently finished a novei ,
st":"ce ls thought-provokin ~
which is presently being con'friends, relatives, and servants.
fessor William T .. Brown. The
To those who like their -whissidered by two publishing houses,
'Shoes,' the second of these
costumes have been created by
key straight with no chaser
e nt l t 1 ed
" The
Drama • of
Black plays concerns city boys•
Charlotte Starbird.
I
who have been pushed into des• Other noted works by Shine inNommo,'' In it Je has attempted
to establish the Bl ~ck standard,
perate corners where their only
elude 'The Contribution; which
previously ment, oned, "Taber~
release is through, thinking of
was produced off Broadway by the
nae le " will alse be published,
perpetual crimes, and buying fabnow famous Negro Ensemble
and will appear in the new. ediulous clothes. Society has given
(i:O!,!lpany, and wJ:\lch at present
tion Of ' ' New Black Playwrights"
them no hope for the future.
is being perfor
on a national
I
.• .
put
out
by
Avon
Press.
Although
they
laugh
and
we
la
and
international
'
For the few Who may
' not know,
here's a capsuled portrait of
•
J ac kie "Moms Mahley : She
COI\leS on looking like a toothless
'
charwoman. Storing her teeth in
a safe p)ace in her ~ressing roo rp
.
is one of her make- up chores-.
I' I
•
A tY!iteaf'C?stume is a plaid dress
•
with s agging hemline, partially
covered by a brightly flowered
'
smock, knee-length .wool stock-.
ings In a checkered patter, and
housemaid shoes several · sizes
too large;

'
Carter

•
•

•

Professor wants Black art

Satire is the most :l[>propriate
word to describe the motion pie:
ture "Putney Swope." Grotesque
is an even more appropriale adjective, but s atire is at the heart
•
of this drama clothed in comedy.
Nowadays, it is quite common
to satirize our society and its
'
. i n g s. In "Putney
short
c om
Swope,' ' one se~s the tragedy of
America's failure exposed to the
light of relentless criticism. It
attacks such American institutions as the pursuit of money,
success, and sex.
The movie 's chief cha racter
"Putney Swope,": portrayed by
Arnold Johnson, is a Blac.kman
who falls victim to the old American rags-to-riches .story. He ls
catapat1lted ·from the posit ~n of
music al director to chairman of
the board of a large and powerful
advertising agency. He symbolizes the new Black militant .when
given a .piece of the action. Need- ·
less to say, he abuses and misuses his newly gail).ed ppwer. His

revolution becomes conservative
with age, and in so doing loses !ts
relevancy to the newer militants.
One scene which stands out for
. its mixture of humor and pathos

l

I

'

'

•

Dodson to direct Blac.k plays

·-

Jackie "Moms" Mahley
•

Mom's . Mabley to appear
in ·B alti;ml>re Civic Center
The gene r ation gap will close
with a bang at the Baltimore Civic
Center on Sunday, O.ctober 12,
when the ' Clown Princ ess of
Comedy," s eptuagenarian Jacl<!e
" Moms" Mahley, convenes a big
hunk of her devoted and lar gely
youthful following at the Moms
Mabley Good Time Show.
Despite the fact that she's
somewhere bet\Veen the 62 year s
she admits and the 70 that some
of her fans conjecture
(she's
.
.
been a professional entertainer
since 1923), "Moms" is a fa r
.J cry from The Esta)Jlishment. But
she has been an "established"
figure in show biz for nearly half
~- a century. sharing the spotlight
1

, with some of the biggest names

in the business and growing
steadily as an attraction. As one
... of her disciples said: "The older
slie gets, the better she gets."
·One of Moms Mabley's first
big-town billings was a stint at
New York's famed Connie's Inn
in the early '20s. She has worked
w!th 0 such show business greats
as Louis At mstr ong,· Duke
Ellington, Benny Goodman; Count
Basie and Cab -Calloway. And she
has enjoyed the personal friendship of public figures in many
fields, from Sophie . Tucker to
Eleanor Roosevelt.
It was only nine years ago, at
an age when most women settle
back to enjoy their grandchildren
(of which Moms _ has six), t~
she began making the record
albUms which have done most to
clinch her present claim to fame.·
Her very first album earned her

a gold record for selling a mil.lion
•
copies.
As If all this wasn •t e ugh,
Moms will be supported t ·the
Baltimore Civic Center s ow by
four outstanding popula.r vocal
groups: The Impression . The
. Delfon!cs", The Mad .L~ds, and
•
The O'Jays. (Who needs support?,
she'd probably ask, but she's
getting It, and good.)

-

•

'

0

,

•

•

Her act : She_ talks to you, ·
telling it like it.ls. Cracks .a few
blockbuster jokes, tells stories,
makes pointed comments on the
. contemporary scene, all very
•
informally and with a limitless
r ge of subject matter and ·a
see
gly inexhaust!ple reserve
of laug provokers:
'

•

•
~

•

.

You want samples? On politics :
'
"li Elizabeth can run England,
I
can run America.
What has she
•
got that I didn't use 6f have ·- and where can I get .it again? "
On child- raising: "Don't teach
'em tel watch traffic lights when
crossing the street. Damn the
lights! Watch the cars! The lights
I ain •t never killed nobody!''
Moms was born Loretta Mary
Alken j.n North Carolina. She.
decided to become a comedienne
when she was 14 -- and the mother
of three children • . (''You get
married young back in those
mountains.") Testimony that she
, succeeded is ·the record•she set
at Chicago's Reghl wltha$91,000
gross for a 10-day stint during
one of the windy city's worst winters. She has the distinction of
having performed more often at
Harlem's great Apollo than any
other performer. But he'\ record
company, Mercury, does) have a
problem - - It has had to produce
expurgated versions o! some of
her platters. before
some disc
.
· jockeys would. put them on the
air.

•

*
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•
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Ho.ward -w ins first home opener since 1966 •
'
crushes · the T.i gers 1of St~ Paul's College 29-8
•

'

•

•

I

'
•

•

•

' BYi Millard Arnold
For a while last week it looked
like shad~s of Virginia Union.
Moments after the second half
started, St. Paul's split end,
Lewis Jeter got behihd Jimmy
Walker, who was playingcornerback last week, and hauled in
a 67-yard bomb •
.Three plays later, halfback
Lar~y Cook bursted into the end
zonel the Tigers added the twopoint conve.rsion and things got
real I qui~t in Howard Stadium.
Af- that point in· years past,
the Bisons would've pretty much
conceded the game. But this was
a new year, and a new ~reed
of football players.
Freshman Mike Copeland, a
third string quarterback from
Winston-Salem N. c ., came off
the bench and directed Ho,vard
to two second half touchdowns,
one an 68- yard bomb to senior
Godfrey Revis and the. other a
30- yard scamper around left.end.
The scoring pass was a beaut.
Revis slipped behind the Tig·er
defense at the Howard 45, and
Copeland! layed the ball right in
his handr · From there i\ was
a foot ra ~ e and Revis won.Copelahd 's second touchdown
'vas eve~ more spectaular. At
the St. Paul's 30, he faked halfback Ronald Bell wide left on
an apparent end - sweep. · Then,
bootlegging the · ball, he skipped
around the left side of the Tiger
line for the score.
Trying · to get back into the
game, St. Paul took a page from
the U.S. military in Vietnam---Bomb. However just like the
American war effort it · didn't
work. Ron Mabra, freshman
cornerbick, nabbed an errant
Tiger aerial and raced 37-yards
for anotl)er Bison touchdown •
All-told the Bisons defense
came up with · four thefts, two
by Mab~a and two by the resident defensiv~ genius, at safety
1
Donald vr.are.
Late in the fourth period,
James Bryant, another freshman, rel)laced Copeland· at
quarterback and got six points
with a bootleg around left. end.
For Howard, the 29-8 victory
was the most productive game in
two years.
·
It was also their first home
opener victory since 1966, when
they downed Virginia State, 12-8.
The rpnning 'attack which had
done so PQOrly in earlier games,
gained 151-yards and was supplemented through the air with
an additional 182-yards, for an

I

•

•

'

1

•

Robert Butler · struggles for yardage after taking a short pass from
quarterback James Bryant. Butler grabbed four passes to bring his
season's total to IO.
,
Nesnick Photo

Greekdom
'

•

•

•

(Continued from Page 8)

direct them to the Moorland ·Room
in Founders Library to ·read the
pamphlet, "This is Alpha Chapter." If you are genuinely inter-

relevant to this campus and more
relevant to the black community
and to this nation than the author
of "Exploring Greek Mythology"

ested in knowing more facts, I

or anyone

direct you to the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity National Headquarters, adjacent to the Howard campus at 2714GeorgiaAvenue,N.W.
to request and read f\lrther information about Omega Psi fhi; Or ·
you can secure the Frat's maga-

greek letter fraternities and sororities EVER HOPES TO BE.
That's FACT not mythology. I
know for a fact that every Greek
letter organization on this campus whether social or service can

list the accomplishments of their
organization as well as I have.
My Que brothers here on campus and across the nation do do
more than just sing around "sundials.'' But we will sing of Omega
far and nigh; We will always let
Omega ring.

zine, ''The Oracle'' which tells

what Omega men _a re doing
throughout the country other than
singing at "sundials;'' or you can
read an Omega Psi Phi History
Book; or if you really want to get
involved and know the facts, you
can definitely pledge. Maybe after
you get the facts you may be
justified in your criticisms. I am
proud of being an Omega and even
more· proud that I made it here at
Howard, the home of Omega Psi
Phi. My Fraternity pas been more

else who deplores

Yours in Omega,

·

'

Steve "Perch" Jones
Alpha Chapter
Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, Inc.

'

•

•

•

Split end Godfrey Revis turns and starts downfield to complete a
Nesnick Photo
68-yard scoring play late in the third quarter.
I
.
•
ing upperclassmen and 28 letterover 300 - yard total ofman. Last year they pinned the
fensive display.
Bisons with their worst defeat
Sophomore slotback Robert
of the season, 4 8-7.
i.·.
•
Butler, who unofficially .was
Howard'~ defense, which has
listed first in receptions and
had . trouble stopp!Iig the opthird in yards gained, in the
ponents ru~hing gai:ne, gets anCentral Intercollegiate Athletic
other test I against the Hornets.
Assoc\ation, weeklY. statistics,
In many V!ays they are similar
had another big day with four
to Virginila Union----big,Oad, ·
receptions.
strong, and fast.
·
He was matched by Godfrey
They used a pro?type offense
Revis, who upped his yard galned
average to a whomping 22.6 yards , and defensive, and have an excellent quarterback J,n'. Keith ,
per catch;
,
Burke.
_
Dispite the offensive fireIf they need any type of in. works, much ot the credit goes
centive, . Saturday is Dela'\j'are's
to the defense. The Bisons emHomecoming · and they should
ployed a new set-alinement, putup for that.
.•
ting the defensive tackle headup on the offensive guard.
Statistics
•
They also started Richard .
Howard St; Paul's
Motley, who had been injured
•
12
12
most of the season, and he re- First Downs
151
· 67
sponded by bel'ng named "Bison Rushing Yardage
Passing
Ya>rdage
182·
player of the Week.' '
.
.115
' Yet as impressive as they
looked · last • week, tomorrow's ~~~~gy~f:er:;~ts10-21=gll-Z5~g
4-i54 6-174
ballgame will be a test as to how Puhts
•
2 · . .1
well the Blsons have progressed. Fumbles
111 ..: .60
Delaware· State has 46 return- Penalties

-·

Booters lose
I
.
3-1 and 3.;o

SCOREBOARD
HOWARD
Federal City College
•'
•

•

'

•

•

St. Paul's
8
• •
Rutgers
55
.... ' 6
•
Sport Calendar
I
Sat ., Oct. 11 Away
Delaware State
Home
_Washington Falcons
~at., Oct . II
( J. V. game )
G. Washington
, at., Oct, Ii Home
(16th & Kennedy St. N. W. )
$on.,' Oct. 1; Away
University of Maryland
Wed., Oct. 15 ,. Home
Morgan State
Newark Engineers ,
: at., Oct. 18 Away
·: at., <Dct,' 18 Home
West Virginia State
29

•

-

.

.

'

.,
'

•

I

•

•

I

Football
By Noel ·Tait
Soccer
While Howard's Bisons were
romping to a 29- 8 victory over
Soccer
St. Paul on Saturday, the Boote rs
were sinking to a 3-1 defeat
Soccer
by Davis Elkins University after
Soccer
suffering a 3-0 shutout at the
Soccer
'
hands of• Long Island University
Football
•
in a miqweek game. _
.
The opening minµtes of the
C, I,A.A.
game with Davis Elkins contalned
Hampton at Morehouse
'
lots of action as both sides atNorth Carolina A&T at Norfolk State
tempted~ to score the first goal.
Elizabeth City at Virginia Union
It was Michael Udolfia of Davis
•
Elkins who opened the scoring _
Fayetteville at St. Paul's
'
in the riinth minute after a serMorris Brown at Johnson C. Smith
ious blunder by the Booter deLivingstone at Winston Salem
"
fense. The first quarter ended
Maryland State at Morgan State
1-0 in favor of D, E.
North Carolina College at Virginia State
The Booters fought back in the
tei- and ''Blackbird'' defender
late in the final period to make
second quarter but were unforDennis Johnson put his te'!,m
the final score 3-1.
_
tunate as most of the shots taken
into the lead . with a hard shot.
cr'edit must be given to Booter
were off target. Davis Elkins
Defense became the key as
goal keeper Billy Jones who had
went f\lther ahead in the next
LIU hung on to their slender
seventh ' 'm inutes with a goal by • an outstanding game and made
a total of sixteen saves.
inside forward Rido Ferr. Fererlead.
I
'_ • ,
.
The mid-week game with Long
•
'
.
rt~he 'ritooters responded by Island University featured a
The third period was scorescoreless first . pertod as the
playing 1 good soccer with some
less but LIU erupted with two
visiting Booters attac
an iron
crisp passing. Tyrone Walker ·
in the fourth period by right
hard defense.
· scored 1seven minutes later to
winger Noel Miller to complete
A penalty was a rded agalnst - a 3-0 shutout by the ; 'Black' make the score 2-1 at half time.
Howard late in the second quar:
Udolfia of Davis Elkins scored
birds.''
.

Exlu1Jitu;g good f~rm for a ': non-playei, Alexander Aldrich, prerideqt _
of •The Brooklyn Center of Long Island University, kicks out the
first ball opening the 1969 varsity soccer season at the LIU campus
in downtown, Brooklyn, New York. Giving an approving eye are
LIU co-captains A"rnold Ramirez (second left) of 'Manhattan and
Paul, Engl of cili~e Point, and Howard University's captain Tyrone
Walker. LIU went on to win 3-0.

...
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Outstanding •frosh-defense. tackle finds
•

place a.t Howard Univer·s ity

pro~ttr,

Howard
pnlversity's high
school All-fAmerican Fest us
C.ameron never 'really wanted
to
•
paly football. If •he decision was
left up to him he would by now be
Jost between rthe pages· of some
text book like any other aspirmg
1
college student. ,
Cameron, who at a 6-1 1/ 2, and
205 ls a,lineman,who received 115
scholarship offers but succumbed
to the salesI pitch • of Arnold
~1cKnight, tlie Bison assistant

'

•

coach. Now he's.part of Howard's
11

'

rebuilding program.''

' At Durham High School in North
Carolina Festus was an all-round
athlete. lie pl~yed defensive t ackle and threwl the shotput 53 feet
to rank 3rd in the State. Cameron
also wrestle~ his way to a 2l-6
record to b~colne the District
Champion. 1
But being ap outstanding athlete
\\'as only part of Festus' package
plan to success. He had to study,
and returning home after a
bruising scrim mage wasn't the
best \Vay to do it .
11
Af one ·;i1ne I was going to

t

quit,'' Cami:ron recalled. I thil)k
Festus Cameron

•

• ARN Photo

I

•

•

the ball and get ~o it,'' Festus
said. ·
But
even
so,
following
Howard's 29-8 victory over St.
Paul, Arnold McKnight saw liis
ability another way. "I thi.Iik
Festus is a humitarian,'' the (
assistant coach laughed.
''With his natural ability he
has to play, but I t hink that he Is
not mean · enough, and woul<in't
hurt • a fly."
•
Then McKnight
tl!rned
to
•
Festus who was standing on the
field bewildered at his coach's

if my mother had not encouraged
me to continue I would never have
been an All-American.''
"She told me that whatever I
do r should stick with it until the
end. Most of all she said never
be a _qultter. She~felt that if I gave
up this early In life I'd do the
same when I got out on my ciwn
and. had to play the game (life)
•

for keeps.''

•

•

•

When Festus came to Howard
he fitted quite well into the plans
of Coach John Organ who had

•

comments, and asked: ''Festus

taken over for ailing Tillman

are you mean?''
Cameron a somewhat shy per- .
son with fumbled words ans~
wered, 11 0h yea coach, I'm
mean," then he dipped his head
and walked a\vay.
McKnight then glanced arow1ct .
and Whisperf ct 11 Don't tak<~ me ' •
too serious 1 Festus of course
makes those freshman mistakes ·
but he'll be one o! my best line- .
men before I'm through \vith
hi m. ''
"He's just got everythin - it
takes to be tpat way.''

Sease.
Immediately Festus was placed
in his old position at defensive

t ackle although he has been .tried
at a number of others.
Here Festus said he feels that
he's rediscovered the very same
thing that made him an .All1\merlcan: that is the game
doe.s n't always go to the biggest .
but_ sometimes the quickest
athlete.
11
My plan of actio11 is to be
aggressive, me'lfl, quick and penetrate the offensive line to find

·

Alabama
kid
does
his
thing
The R.o n Wil1iams approach .to fioothall:
By Greg Sashi Kearse
Werefi't
.simplicity, fierceness, and' · di · ectness .ball player. Ron- is an excellent game • . Everyone
sort of pla yed
Ron

I

By. Millard Arnold

I

i
•

The lines tensed. The quarterback droned on in his monotone.
Then the ball was snapped and ·
the lines collidep in the brief,
v~lent struggle of those who defend and those who attack.
On the right side of the ;line,
Howard's defensive end, Ron Williams sidestepped the offensive
tackle, ran over the halfback,
and · barrled in on the passer. I \
There was a sickning thud and
the players went down in a tangle I
of dirt and jerseys.
I
Ron got up and went )Jack to
his position to await the next•
play. And the next. Howard lost
Ron Williams
the gaine, it wasn't even close.
But that one earlier encounter .
Perhaps the most pressing
typllfied the Ron Williams ap·problem facing fhe Howard athproach
to
football--slrilple,
lete Is the furor over the scholasfierce, direct.
tic grade• point average for .
Ron, a senior, is back in acathletes.
tion following a· year's lay-off
with academic deficiencies.
Ron, a victim of the academic
Often, an athlete who is forced
wars, is all for lowering the averto sit out a year has a problem
age for athletes, but he offers an
adjusting to his return to action.
interesting observation.
Ron is no exception.
'
"It's really not a question
"Surprisingly, most players.go
of adjusting as it ·Is one •of
on pro during the off season. I
pressure. While you·•re away for
know this is what happened to me.
a season, someone else has your
During -the season, you' re work- .
job and he's just as determined to
Ing hard on getting in shape •and
keep that position as you are to
winning games. You don't have an
win it back.
· awful lot of till)e, .so you're care-1
••That's not to merition that the
fill to allocate your hours accordcoaches have seen him play a · ingly.
.
1

•

•

year, while you've been out. He

may have turned in a creditable
performance.
•'In many ways you' re a freshman again trying to make the
•
•
squad. You have to prove yourself
all over.
"Actually the roughest part of
the ordeal is not so
much
;
. coming
back as It Is slttlilg out. ·
·
''I couldn't~ stand it. I rriean· I

love football and enjoy watching

it.'' He pauses, searching 'for

•

words, ••But you go to a game and
you have thetendencytowatchtbe
guy playing your position. You
analyze and criticize his every
move.
"You sit and watch and you keep
thlnklng that you could have done
this better, or you wooldn 't done
that, and It just ~e you away.
When It's over you re a bundle of

nerves.''

'

YEARBOOK NOTIC
Senior pictures
\

are still being

I .

ta en in the

••once the season is -over however, the players tend to let up.
They begin thinking about the
parties they missed and the girls

Lester
(Continued from Page 3)
Students," and "Poe ms Against '
the V(ay the World Is.'' Julius
LestE!r ls also an accomplished ·
muslcian--he has recorded two
albums of original and Afi-oAm~ican traditional songs, with
his · oWIL
guitar accompaniment,
/
.
for Vangu;trd Records.
t;ester was ·formerly a mem. ber of the Student Non- Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
He joined that group In 1966
as director of their Photo
Department and eventually became a Field secretary of the
organ!zati9n. For the past year
he has been host of a weekly
radio program on WBAI, called
"The Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution,''
interviewing
guests, playing records, and taking calls from listeners. He also
teaches a course in Black History

udent Center.
For information
•

call 797-2204 .
·•
•

at the New School for Social
Research.
He is married and the father
of two children. He and his family
make their home in New York
City.
.

'

Banla'' Mabra is a foot-

they didn't t~k to and before they
realize it, they' re on pro.''
I'm not saying that to dispute
the validity to a ·l.8 for Howard.
We' re in a conference which
permits athletes to compete with
a 1.6. In the past the administrators have felt · that lowering the
ave rage would result in a deterioration of the entire university
standard.
"But it's funny, when people

~~~o~~u:h!~e :i~c~~s ~~~~Harvard and: Princeton. Yet these
schools only require their ath'
letes to pos~ess
a 1.6.

I

"Where othef schools get the
foundations 'f or a good team and
are able to build on it, Howard
gets the nucleous for .a fine team
then loses it academically.

I

''It's improving though, I'd say
the faculty Is for a good athletic
program.. Anyway I think the
newer ones are. The student
body is behind the athlete, and
you can jUSf feel the entire situation beglnnl.ng to straighten
itseU out.''

lackadaisically."

Bryant ·...
who · munched on his dinrier ·~
agreed with Ron. He al,so inslsts that the team was not ·ou~classed by V. U.
.
A cautious chap, Ron \Joes not
expound on the coaching staff.
He does .s ay, however, "I feel
that we have one of the best ·
coached teams in the CIAA." ·
H·> smiled at me and said that
he didn •t want to .say anything,
which was , in essence, controverslal.
•
When one watches Ron on the '.
playing field ·one begins to wonder what he is thinking. The
question is a rhetorical one, Ibut
when one talks with Ron one
gets the feeling that he Is both
introvert and extrovert, perhaps
a shade more o! the latter. He
Is tmpredictable.
..

obscured because of the posi-

tion he plays on the field. He
is a defensive player, cornerback ls his game.
Playing cornerback is not In
itself spectacular, but Ron played
linebacker for four years In high
school. He made. All-Conference
for three years in his school
career . and in his last year was
voted to be the best defensive
player in the league.
Bama claims tbat he ts havIng a difficult time adjusting
to the different position. His
coach would disagree with him.
Ron has adjusted marvelously.
He demonstrated this truism in
the games that the B!sons played,
particularly those that were won.
It was easy establishing rapport with this easy~golng young
man 'out of Westside High, Tailadega, Alabama. One im-

for

learning.

•m'lil'!lt'j't{i

%!$lflr,;;

(Contlnfed from Page 7)

•

•'

1,7~.

•

,~

/JJ>> . .·

•

He says,

"Fairfax (John), and Ware (Don)
have taught · me a lo-t about playing defense." Ron adds that he
is learning from the team as a

whole but considers Fax and
Don to be his pedagogues •
.. When asked why the Bisons
lost to V. U. las . week, he answered In his southern accent,

Malc_~lm

•Jim

1

. ~;~:~~l~nen~t;~~n !~ :~;:t~
fers to be called "Barna.''
Having played for six years
Ron contends that there is more
room

up for that

''We just

football player. His excellence is

Ron Mabra

got their Jeads busted and all
they ended up reaching was the
Black hosp tal; Black people had
been struggling for years tor
the recognition
of laws that. were
I
already on the· books, but yet
their struggle didn •t really become publicized not with .the .
Freedom Rlde,s, not with the
March on 1W ashlngton, not even
with the slaying of Medgar Evers,
rut · only whenP those two white
boys, Shw,e rner and Goodman,
were lynched, . or when some
~rolt hous11wUe go shot.
Somebody once wrote that
"those who turn their backs· to
the past are doomed to relieve
It.'• I hope it. wlll never be
reeorded In history that our generation was responsible for the
reintroduction of slavery in the
course of Iwaging a "revolutionary class struggle. ''

l

•

SUNDAY NIGHT
AT
THE MOVIES
THIS WEEK'S FEATURE IS:
GONE ARE THE DAYS
Time 4 and 6:30
'
.
Place Biology Greenhouse Auditorium
FREE
This is a HUSA Presentation
•

•
•

,1

'

I

Exploring Myths 01 The Campus Militants

.

The campus' so-called
militants are of a new
breed . . They really haven.'t
been around, 1n their
.I
present f orm
, f or very
long.
.

'

•
Accord 1ng to a
dictionary definition, a
. militant is one who is
''aggressively active,'' or
011.e ''engaged in warfare."

~

We'd like to .k now more'
about the characteristics·
and functions
of • 'he ,
•
Howard militan~s.
If you have something
to say o.n the matter ·of
mi li tants send your
thoughts, ty.pewritten and
in expository form, to
THE HILLTOP and we'll
share them with the rest of
the campus community.
•

•

,

•
•

••

•

•

(

'

•..

•
•

•
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Motley named Bison player of the week,
second defensive player so honored

• • •

.

By Millard Arnold
j

•

i::J r'l ie r this year, befor the
:;;e~t s ot1 opened, a couple of tl1e
rettl 1·11ing football µlayers \Vere

•

>lisc·uSsi.!1g the team i':q general .
\\~!1c n t11e question \Vas posed ~ls

to \v lio \1/a S t he 1ne a11est atl1lete
01 1 t l1e team, Bar1·y Gray, a
scpl10111ore c.orne1·back, didn ' t

•

l1esist ate.
Motl ey'' .
. 1'hat brought up the " ' xt ·question as to \vho \Vas the hardest
ititting• linemen. Again the an,,

f..1otley''
~
'T he odd part of it all was that
lhe player the group was talking about, Richa r d ~1otle y.; was
hobbl ed on c rut~es with a leg
injury,
..
.
He missed the Blsons' first
two games, one of which they
won by default, and. the other they
lost by errors. .
.
But he was ready when the
team opened at home.
On st. Paul's very first play,
Motley slammed into the runner
like a mid-summer storm in a
wheat field, The back coughed
up the football, and the Bisons
recovered. '
I
He continued that way throughout the game ranging all ov~r
the field smacking down ball~
carriers and harrasing the
quarterback,
Motley is mean. During plays
when the offense· is rUnning the
ball' he 'sits on the bench and
glares. No emotions he just
glares,
''I'm mean and I'm geeting
meaner,'' he says, ''I don't dig
' losing. I can't stomach losing.
We tied one game in high school ·
and I couldn't ;believe It, I wanted
to kill somebody, We always won.
To me there just isn't any excuse for losing,"
The 6-4, 220-pound defensive
tackle , came to Howard from
East Orange, N,J. In his last
year in high school, they won
the state championship · and he
was named all-county,
Ironically he came to Howard
•
because ''some of my boys were
11

-

'

•

Nesnick Photo
Richard Motley .
.
It Is more commonly known as
here,'' whi.c h included Barry
a forearm.
Gray, who .was an opponent when
' Motley l uses the bone rather
he' attented Barringer High in
judiciously, applying it with none
Newark.
too· gentle force in the vicinity
The opponent last Saturday was
of an unfortunate opponent's
St, Paul's, and the only disahead,
. pointment t.h at Motley felt was
Using the bone and a selected
that he was unable to go both
arsenal -0f other defensive skills,
ways,
Motley's all-round play in the
"~ wanted to play offensive
St. Paul's game earned him hontoo, That way I could "bone''
ors as the "Bison Player of the
more people.''
Week.'' .!
Every agent of destruction has
Jn citing Motley, intrim head
his secret weapon, Popeye has
coach Jo¥ Organ said that "Mothis spinach, Underdog has his
ley's play typl1fied the kind of
energy pill, Sugar Bear has his
Sugar Pops, and Motley has his . defense we tried to. employ
against St, P<1-ul 's. He did everybone,
thing we\ want. our defensive
The "bone'' is relatively
tackle to do.''
harmless looking, It is approxiFor. Motley, that was throwing
[Ylately l B inches long and dangles
t he bone.
·t below Motley's right eloow.

'

(Continued from Page 8)
start with the worst dormitories
be~ause the Meridian Is in very
and work up to the best.
good .condition with the exception
I have been residing in Cook
of the paint in the desk area.
Hall since 1967 and I can truthIn my opinion the replacement
fully say that the residents here
of the air conditioning equipment,
are living under the worst conthe carpeting in the sleeping
ditions of any men's dormitor. rooms, and the provision of a
ies; ~his is something: I would
bookstore is very minor. I am
like to have the room rent lesbeginning to lhlnk that, all the
sened because at present rates
;money all residents are paying
we ar e being cheated,
·
is being used to redecorate the
I would appreciate a prompt
Mertdian.
reply to this letter and proposed
These things are all luxuries
changes accompanied with dat es
and they are n(l\ needed when
of completion.
other dorml.t orles are still in
SinCerely,
very bad condition. 1 It seems to
Patrick Hanna
me that the · logical procedure ,
,
'
Cook Hall President
for redecoration. \vould be to

'

llS
-

'
1

good ti.m e show

.

Tickets on sale at Ciyi c Ger1ter • Moc.lern Music Shop ·
at Mondawrnin Sl1opping Center • Larry Oran Rec ord S l1u p

201 West Ba ltimore' Street , Baltimore , Md. 21201
Ticket in formati on: Phone (30 1) 685·7282

•

By Burkman' Pollard
in the right place at the right
time.
:Don ls rather optomlstic in
tackles, a couple that could have
marked disaster had he not been
in the right place at the right
time,
Don ls rather (lptomistic in
looking forward to tomorrow's

In the last• two seasons Howard's defensive secondary has
ranked well within the top 20
In passing defense, according to
NAIA Stpall College statistics,
o ne of thj! reasons for such a
strong showing can be. attributed
to the stell1ar defensive play of ·
Donald 'V' are..
Weighing only 170 pounds, and
standing 5-11 does not make
Don veiiy impressive a._<=; a col lege football player, but as the
old cliche goes " good things
sometimles come in small p ac k-.
ages .' ' Don has proven that he
is capable of playing a big man's
game \vith a handicap and stil.l
come out a winner.
He ha~ played in 24 games as
a Bisonl and in that .time has
intercepfed. 13 enemy passes,
checked the top receivers that
1
the oppor51t1on
had, and still managed to I_make 148 tackles, Not
many bif. men can boast of such
a recorJd. Even 'vitl1 these accomplishn1ents Don Is not satis fied with hirnself, His goal this
year is to· intercept ten passes
and make 100 tackles, \vhich is
only secondary to making the All"
Central Intercollegi ate Athletic
Association
first team as a de . I
fensive safety .
Don should not have very much
trouble making· his primary goal

'
•

•

!n las~ . Saturday's game against

•

'
•

,
1
1

I

·Doirald Ware'~· · stellar· defensive .play
may earn him All-CIAA honors ·a t safe.ty

St.
Paul's College, Don contributed \\vo timely ,interceptions
and was cr edited· with · nine
t ac kles , I a couple that could have
marked disaster had he not been

Baltimore Civic Center
'

ll r. Samt1el Barnes' resignation as Chairman of the Physical
Education Departrnent only ac centuates the incr edibl e internal
tur1noil that .exits in the PhysiGal
Education / 1\fhletic complex.
Prior to Barnes' departufre ,
two acting chairmen prevaiied
in the department. one in Physical Education, the other in
.;\thletics.

'

•

·
game , against . Delaware State.
" We'll win if we get good
defensive and offensive line play.
I personally am not concerned
about their passing game because
· we can stop the pass.'' ·
With Don .manning one of the
safetys, his· remarks are not \(!
be taken lightly.
,
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votes lrst year. \Vhat's even
more i mport ant is the fact that ,
fJon has attracted the deserv\ng
glances of several pro football
scouts , so l1is futu re ma.:,.' be
even brighter than expected.

Pri ces; $3.75-$4.75-$5 .75

•

'

-

reality; he only missed tlle
t\ll - CI At defensive team by \\VO

•

By ' Millard Arnold

of .;\\hletics , at Ho\vard \vho \Vas
drummed out of the office for
'
I
supposedly being incompetent.
Since his r eturn as AD, he
has systematically began initiating progr ams to elevate bhe
quality of athletics in a manner . !
highly unbecoming one so inArndld
. competent,
rectors of P. E. and Athletics
On the other side of the coin
underneath him.
was Dr. Barnes.
The Dean has hinted that the ·
Head of the Department for 12
•
positibn will be a rotating .one.
years, he was virtually slapped
with each chairman holding office
, in the face when it was decided for
· a spec1fied length of time.
·that the department needed re. Browne also wants to establish
organization.
a fact finding committee of
Worst than all that, he was
'
students, staff, and
outside
, asked to remain, on as an Acting
consultants, that is professionals
Chairman. In effect saying,
In the field of Physical Education,
''Your 12 years ~ of service was
to deterbline whether changes in
inadequate, however you' re more
Howard's program are ' necesthan capable of !llllng the posisary.
tion on a part-time basis.''
1 Why add tnsult to injury?
Clearly here was a lack of tact,
''! am committed to look at each
a lack of discretion but more
and every grlevence to see what
important; a lack of unde·r action can be taken.'' Browne
·
standing,
.
st;ited. "I don't want the students ·•
Unfortunately, Howard's politto feel th.a t their efforts are beical atmosphere is seeped in
ing overlooked. Yet I think that
misunderstanding as witness the
it's ' vitally Important' that the
case with Dr. Cobb in the Medical
present
staff members ' be
School.
consulted.''
There's little question that the
•
'
Eventually, the problems.inthe
Department
· of Physical Educadepartment will be iFoned 9ut.
tion needs looking into and posMen like Dean Browne and Presisible revamping.
dent Cheek will see to it. .
Dean Vincent Browne has ad. .
dressed himself to the problems
, and committed all his resources
The sad part of the transition
· , to coming up with a viable solu- '
is that men with the background
tion before the present school
and talent of a Dr. Barnes and Ted
year ends, Schematically the DeChambers were ,so grossly misused during the early stages of the
partment . has been reorganized
Department's growth,
with a joint chairman of the DeNow they' re no lpnger needed.
partment of Physical Education.
and Athletics, with separate DI'
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Cook Hall complains

•

And another thing_j

On the one ltand is ~Ted' ' ·
Chambe1·s, a forme1· Director

11

S\'i' e r \Vas quick in coming .
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